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Abstract
We study a family of optimal control problems under a set of controlled-loss
constraints holding at different deterministic dates. It is well known that the char-
acterization of the related value function by a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation
usually calls for additional strong assumptions involving an interplay between the
dynamics of the processes involved and the set of constraints. To treat this prob-
lem in absence of those assumptions we first translate it into a state-constrained
stochastic target problem and then apply a level-set approach to describe the reach-
able set. Using this approach the state constraints can be easily handled through
an exact penalization technique. However, this stochastic target problem involves a
new set of state and control variables. In particular, those controls are unbounded.
A “compactification” of the problem is then performed.
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1 Introduction
On a filtered probability space pΩ,F ,F,Pq and for pt, zq P r0, T s ˆ Rd`1, with 0 ď T ă
8 fixed, we consider the process Zt,z,νs , t ď s ď T , valued in Rd`1 and with initial
conditions pt, zq. This process is controlled by some ν P U , with U the set of tFtu-
predictable processes valued in a given compact set U , and is a strong solution to the
following stochastic differential equation
Zt,z,νs “ z `
ż s
t
µZpr, Zt,z,νr , νrq dr `
ż s
t
σZpr, Zt,z,νr , νrq dWr, s ě t ,
for some d-dimensional Brownian motion W . We then consider the time grid t0 “ 0 ď
. . . ď ti ď . . . ď tn “ T , with n P N fixed. For any t P rti, ti`1q, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, and
z P Rd`1, the objective of the paper is to solve the stochastic optimal control problem
associated with the cost
E
„
fpZt,z,νT q `
ż T
t
`ps, Zt,z,νs , νsq ds

, (1.1)
for some functions pf, `q satisfying some continuity and growth conditions, under the
following constraints in expectation
E
”
ΨpZt,z,νtk q
ı
ď pk, i` 1 ď k ď n . (1.2)
It is well known that in the unconstrained case, and under some general assumptions,
the value function associated with this type of optimal control problems can be charac-
terized as the unique continuous viscosity solution of a second-order Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman (HJB) equation (see e.g. [30, 53] and the references therein). However in many
practical applications, the question of optimization under state constraints arises. We
suggest to study here the case of constraints in expectation holding on a set of deter-
ministic dates. The function Ψ appearing in (1.2) typically represents a loss function,
e.g. Ψpzq “ pzq´, so that the restriction given by (1.2) is often referred in the literature
as a controlled-loss constraint.
This type of problems has attracted a great attention in the finance literature (see
e.g. [27, 19]). In particular, some authors have worked in a non-Markovian setting on
utility maximization problems under an expected shortfall constraint. For instance, a
similar problem has been considered in [31] where the constraint includes all coherent
risk measures, but with a utility function satisfying some regularity assumptions. The
latter results have then been extended in [24] to the case where the utility function is
applied to positive gains only while the risk measure is applied to negative shortfall.
They provide a full solution under a complete market setting. This paper actually
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extends the previous results to several constraints, a Markovian and incomplete market
setting, and to functions satisfying only some mild regularity conditions.
There exists a huge literature on state-constrained optimal control problems and
their associated HJB equations. We refer the reader to [40, 38, 5, 35, 29, 14] for
stochastic control problems and to [20, 48, 49, 33] for deterministic ones. In this case,
the characterization of the value function as a viscosity solution of a HJB equation is
intricate and usually requires a delicate interplay between the dynamics of the processes
involved and the set of constraints. First, the value function can take infinite values
in the regions where (1.2) cannot be satisfied and some “viability” assumptions are
therefore required to ensure its finiteness. Second, specific properties on the dynamics
of the processes at the boundaries of the viability domain and on the admissible controls
must hold to ensure the continuity of the value function and its partial differential
equation (PDE) characterization. This often makes the problem not treatable.
From a mathematical perspective, the state-constrained problem described in (1.1)-
(1.2) is non-standard as the constraints are expressed in expectation and are not im-
posed on rt, T s. In the discrete-time setting, optimal control problems with an expecta-
tion constraint imposed at time T only, have been studied in [44]. In continuous time,
[17] has recently provided a treatment of similar problems but with the constraint ex-
pressed in probability. In particular, the analysis in [17] builds on [14] and proves that
the value function is a solution of a constrained HJB equation. However, this approach
still involves strong assumptions on the controls and processes involved. In particular,
the results require to have U “ Rd.
This paper therefore aims at providing an alternative way for fully characterizing
the associated value function under a general framework. This objective is achieved at
the price of augmenting the state and control space by n ` 1 additional components
and considering unbounded controls. More precisely, following the ideas developed in
[11] for the case of a constraint holding almost surely on the entire time interval rt, T s,
our approach relies on two strategies. First, we reformulate the original problem as
a stochastic target problem involving almost-sure constraints and unbounded controls.
Then, we characterize this auxiliary target problem by means of a level-set approach
where the state constraints are managed through the use of an exact penalization tech-
nique.
The first reformulation builds on the arguments developed in [13, 15]. It involves
one unbounded control that comes from the martingale representation of the quantity in
(1.1) and n unbounded controls that emanate from the martingale representation of the
quantity in (1.2) for every i`1 ď k ď n. In particular, compared with [11] where a single
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Rd-valued unbounded control is sufficient to provide the stochastic target formulation,
the number of unbounded controls involved here depends on the number of constraints
and therefore changes with the time interval considered.
Stochastic target problems have been extensively studied via a HJB characterization
[50, 52, 15, 18] or a dual approach [12, 16]. The HJB characterization is favored here
as a dual approach relies on specific assumptions on the coefficients of the diffusion and
suffers from a lack of tractability of computations when several dates are involved in the
constraint. Still, a direct treatment of the derived stochastic target problem remains
challenging because of the nature and number of constraints involved. In particular,
with the equivalence result derived in [13], we expect to retrieve the HJB equations
that would be obtained with a direct treatment of the original optimal control problem.
However, we know from the work done by [14, 17] and commented above, that such
characterization would involve strong regularity assumptions that would considerably
restrict the scope of our study. Accordingly, at this stage, a direct resolution of the
stochastic target problem associated with the original optimal control problem seems
unsatisfactory.
Therefore, for solving the auxiliary stochastic target problem mentioned above, we
use a different approach, the so-called level-set approach. Initially introduced by Osher
and Sethian in [43] to model some deterministic front propagation phenomena, the
level-set approach has been used in many applications related to (non)linear controlled
systems (see e.g. [28, 39, 41, 9, 10] and the references therein). The connection between
stochastic target problems and level-set characterization has already been pointed out
in [51]. In our case, the level-set approach links the stochastic target problem to an
auxiliary optimal control problem, referred as the level-set problem. The latter is defined
on an augmented state and control space, but without state constraints. This level-set
problem has the great advantage to allow a complete treatment of the original problem.
More precisely, under very mild assumptions, the associated value function can be
proved to be continuous on each time interval rti, ti`1q, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, and to admit
a complete PDE characterization. In particular, this function is defined differently
on each interval rti, ti`1q, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, and shows discontinuity at ti`1. Its HJB
characterization must then be obtained by induction arguments over i “ n, . . . , 0.
As intimated in [11], this approach relies on one necessary condition which is the
existence of an optimizer for the level-set problem. The conditions under which this as-
sumption holds are not fully investigated here and are left for further research. However,
we highlight that the nature of those conditions often relates to convexity properties of
the dynamics, the cost functions, and the set of controls. Nonetheless, they are com-
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pletely independent of the aforementioned viability and regularity assumptions needed
to deal with the original problem by the direct application of dynamic programming
arguments.
When it comes to the characterization of the value function associated with the level-
set problem, the unbounded controls, coming from the stochastic target formulation of
the original optimal control problem, typically lead to discontinuous Hamiltonians. Fol-
lowing the arguments developed in [8], a compactification of the differential operator is
applied in [11]. We follow here a different route. More precisely, we apply a suitable
time change in the second step of our reformulation to obtain a level-set problem with
bounded controls. Thanks to this transformation, the characterization of the associated
value function involves a continuous HJB operator, and the assumption on the existence
of an optimizer mentioned above can be relaxed (compare (H4) in [11] with Assumption
3.2.1 below). The performed compactification by time change is another important con-
tribution of the paper being of general interest for several problems presenting a similar
structure (see, for instance, [1, 4]). Analogous techniques have been introduced in e.g.
[46] for deterministic control systems, and in [26, 42] for stochastic control problems in
which the unbounded control acts on the drift term of the dynamics involved. In our
case, the unbounded controls appear linearly in the diffusion terms as they result from
the application of the martingale representation theorem. Interestingly, the full PDE
characterization of a time-changed problem also seems to be a contribution in itself.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we formally state the
problem and give the precise set of assumptions under consideration. In Section 3 we
formulate the optimal control problem as a constrained stochastic target problem and
apply the level-set approach together with the compactification of the set of control
values. A complete characterization of the obtained level-set function as the unique
viscosity solution of a suitable HJB equation is obtained in Section 4. In Section
5 the extension to the case of next-period controlled-loss constraints and probability
constraints is discussed. An appendix contains proofs of some technical results.
Notations. We let d ě 1 be an integer. Any vector x of Rd is viewed as a column
vector unless otherwise stated. We denote by |x| the Euclidean norm of x, and by xJ
its transpose. Moreover, Md is the set of d-dimensional square matrices whose each
element belongs to R, and Sd is the subset of elements of Md that are symmetric. We
set MJ the transpose of M PMd, while TrrMs is its trace. We also introduce Id P Sd the
identity matrix. Additionally, we introduce for a given function g defined on a subset B
of Rd the set Impgq :“ tgprq, r P B s.t. gprq P Ru. We also denote by Brpt, xq the open
ball of radius r ą 0 centered at pt, xq P r0, T sˆRd. Moreover, we define Sd the sphere of
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Rd of radius 1, and Dd the set of vectors β P Sd such that their first component β1 “ 0.
Finally, given a countable set J , we write CardpJq for its cardinality. In this paper, the
constant C ą 0 is, unless otherwise stated, a generic denomination of a constant term
(possibly depending on d and n), and the abbreviation “s.t.” (resp. “w.r.t.”) stands for
“such that” (resp. “with respect to”). All over the paper, inequalities between random
variables have to be understood in the P-a.s. sense.
2 Setting and main assumptions
In this manuscript we consider Ω, the space of Rd-valued continuous functions pωtqtďT
on r0, T s, d ě 1, endowed with the Wiener measure P. We introduce W the coordinate
mapping, i.e. pW pωqtqtďT for ω P Ω so that W is a d-dimensional Brownian motion
on the canonical filtered probability space pΩ,F ,F,Pq. In particular, F is the Borel
tribe of Ω and F :“ tFt, 0 ď t ď T u is the P-augmentation of the filtration generated
by W . We define U as the collection of tFtu-predictable processes valued in U , a
compact subset of Rd. For t P r0, T s, z :“ px, yq P Rd`1 and for ν P U , we define
the process Zt,z,ν :“ pXt,x,ν , Y t,z,νq as the unique (strong) solution to the following
stochastic differential equations (SDE)
Xt,x,νs “ x`
ż s
t
µXpr,Xt,x,νr , νrq dr `
ż s
t
σXpr,Xt,x,νr , νrq dWr on Rd ,
Y t,z,νs “ y `
ż s
t
µY pr, Zt,z,νr , νrq dr `
ż s
t
σJY pr, Zt,z,νr , νrq dWr on R ,
where pµX , σXq : pt, x, uq P r0, T s ˆ Rd ˆ U Ñ Rd ˆ Sd (resp. pµY , σY q : pt, z, uq P
r0, T s ˆ Rd`1 ˆ U Ñ R ˆ Rd) are continuous functions being, in particular, Lipschitz
continuous in x (resp. z). In what follows we consider µZ : r0, T s ˆ Rd`1 ˆ U ÞÑ Rd`1
and σZ : r0, T s ˆ Rd`1 ˆ U ÞÑ Md`1,d (where Md`1,d is the matrix of size pd ` 1q ˆ d)
defined as
µZpt, z, uq :“
˜
µXpt, x, uq
µY pt, z, uq
¸
, σZpt, z, uq :“
˜
σXpt, x, uq
σJY pt, z, uq
¸
.
The particular form of the dynamics is adapted to financial applications where X models
the evolution over time of the price of some underlying asset and Y represents a portfolio
process. However, our main results hold for any Z solution of a SDE. We now introduce
three maps: f : z P Rd`1 ÞÑ fpzq P Impfq, a Lipschitz continuous function; ` : pt, z, uq P
r0, T s ˆ Rd`1 ˆ U ÞÑ `pt, z, uq P Imp`q, a continuous function being, in particular,
Lipschitz continuous in z; and Ψ : z P Rd`1 ÞÑ Ψpzq P ImpΨq, a Lipschitz continuous
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function. We assume that Imp`q (resp. Impfq) :“ R` and ImpΨq :“ rγ,8q for some
γ P R. We point out that the non-negativity requirement on f and ` is not restrictive
here and can be easily substituted with a lower-boundedness condition.
We fix n P N and consider the time grid t0 “ 0 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ti ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď tn “ T .
To alleviate notations in this manuscript we denote for 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, Ci :“
rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`pn´i`1q as well as clpCiq :“ rti, ti`1s ˆ Rd`pn´i`1q. From now on (and in
what precedes), we omit the dependency in n and i to ease notations, unless strictly
necessary.
For s P r0, T s and tk P rs, T s, 1 ď k ď n, we introduce Ask, the collection of tFtu-
predictable processes L valued in Rd and s.t. |L| :“ Erştks |Lv|2dvs ă 8.
The objective of the paper is to solve on Ci, 0 ď i ď n´ 1, the following stochastic
optimal control problem
V pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq :“ inf
νPUt,z,pi`1,...,pn
E
„
fpZt,z,νT q `
ż T
t
`ps, Zt,z,νs , νsqds

, (2.1)
where
Ut,z,pi`1,...,pn :“
!
ν P U : E
”
ΨpZt,z,νtk q
ı
ď pk, i` 1 ď k ď n
)
.
On tT u ˆ Rd`1, we set V pT, zq “ fpzq. We use the convention V pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq “ 8
whenever Ut,z,pi`1,...,pn “ H. Observe that Ut,z,pi`1,...,pn “ H whenever there exists
i ` 1 ď k ď n s.t. pk ă γ. We underline that the problem can be treated similarly if
we consider different loss functions at each date.
3 Problem reduction via reachability, compactification,
and level-set approach
In the spirit of [11], our approach articulates in two steps. First, we reformulate (2.1)
as a constrained stochastic target problem (see Proposition 3.1). Then, this stochastic
target problem is described by a level-set approach where the constraints are handled
using an exact penalization technique (see Proposition 3.3). This links the backward
reachable set associated with the stochastic target problem to the zero level-set of a value
function associated with an auxiliary unconstrained optimal stopping/control problem.
In [11] the auxiliary problem is an unconstrained optimal control problem defined on a
space of unbounded controls. Here, we manage to define the auxiliary value function
on a set of controls taking values in relatively compact subsets of Rd (see Proposition
3.2). This is done via a compactification argument “a` la” Dufour and Miller in [26] and
[25] (see also [42]).
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3.1 Associated stochastic target problem
We investigate here the link between (2.1) and a suitable stochastic target problem
under almost sure constraints. We recall that this has been previously investigated in
[13], in the unconstrained case, and in [11], in the case of an almost sure constraint
imposed pointwise on rt, T s. More precisely, we prove in Proposition 3.1 that (2.1) can
be formulated as a stochastic target problem involving a set of (hedging) constraints
holding almost surely.
Before stating the first results, we define for pt, ppkqi`1ďkďnq P rti, ti`1q ˆ Rn´i,
0 ď i ď n´ 1, and αk P Atk, the new process
P t,pk,αk¨ :“ pk `
ż ¨
t
αJks dWs on rt, tks .
Additionally, for pt, z,mq P rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`2, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, and pν, ηq P U ˆ Atn, we
define
M t,z,m,ν,η¨ :“ m´
ż ¨
t
`ps, Zt,z,νs , νsqds`
ż ¨
t
ηJs dWs on rt, T s .
Finally, we introduce for pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq P Ci, 0 ď i ď n´1, the new set of controls
sUt,z,pi`1,...,pn :“ !pν, αq P U ˆ pAt s.t. P t,pk,αktk ě ΨpZt,z,νtk q, i` 1 ď k ď n) ,
with α :“ pαi`1, ..., αnqJ and pAt :“ Ati`1 ˆ ...ˆAtn.
Remark 3.1. We observe that on Ci, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, sUt,z,pi`1,...,pn “ H if there exists
i` 1 ď k ď n s.t. pk ă γ since, by the martingale property of P t,pk,αk , P t,pk,αk¨ ă γ on
rt, tks whenever pk ă γ.
We can now state the following result.
Proposition 3.1. Fix 0 ď i ď n´ 1, and pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq P Ci. Then
V pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq “ inf
!
m ě 0 : D pν, α, ηq P sUt,z,pi`1,...,pn ˆAtn s.t. M t,z,m,ν,ηT ě fpZt,z,νT q) .
(3.1)
Proof. We fix 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, and pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq P Ci. Arguing as in [13], one can
easily prove that
V pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq “ inf
#
m ě 0 : D ν P Ut,z,pi`1,...,pn
s.t. m ě E
”
fpZt,z,νT q `
şT
t `ps, Zt,z,νs , νsq ds
ı+ .
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We then prove the equivalence between the two following statements
piq D ν P Ut,z,pi`1,...,pn s.t. m ě E
„
fpZt,z,νT q `
ż T
t
`ps, Zt,z,νs , νsq ds

,
piiq D pν, α, ηq P U ˆ pAt ˆAtn, s.t.
$’’’&’’’%
P t,pk,αktk ě ΨpZt,z,νtk q, i` 1 ď k ď n
and
M t,z,m,ν,ηT ě fpZt,z,νT q
,
for any m ě 0.
To this aim we appeal to similar techniques as those exploited in [15, 12]. The
implication piiq ñ piq follows by taking the expectation in piiq and using the martingale
property of the stochastic integrals. On the other hand, the implication piq ñ piiq
follows from the martingale representation theorem (see e.g. [37, Theorem 4.15, Chapter
3]). More precisely, from the assumptions on the coefficients of X and Y , as well as the
growth conditions on f , ` and Ψ, there exists, for any ν P U , pαˆi`1, ..., αˆn, ηˆq P pAtˆAtn
s.t. $’’’&’’’%
M t,z,m,ν,ηˆT :“ m´
şT
t `ps, Zt,z,νs , νsqds`
şT
t ηˆ
J
s dWs ě fpZt,z,νT q
and
P t,pk,αˆktk :“ pk `
ştk
t αˆ
J
ks
dWs ě ΨpZt,z,νtk q, i` 1 ď k ď n
,
leading to the result. l
Remark 3.2. Fix 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, and let pt, zq P rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1. We observe from
the proof of Proposition 3.1 above that we could consider the control η P Atn and for
i` 1 ď k ď n, αk P Atk s.t.ż T
t
ηJs dWs “fpZt,z,νT q `
ż T
t
`ps, Zt,z,νs , νsq ds´ E
„
fpZt,z,νT q `
ż T
t
`ps, Zt,z,νs , νsqds

,
and ż tk
t
αJks dWs “ΨpZt,z,νtk q ´ E
”
ΨpZt,z,νtk q
ı
.
Therefore appealing to the assumptions on the coefficients of X and Y , as well as the
growth conditions on f , ` and Ψ, the admissible set of controls η (resp. αk, i` 1 ď k ď
n) can be reduced to the subset of controls for which there exists C ą 0 s.t.
E
„ż T
t
|ηs|2 ds

ď Cp1` |z|2q presp. E
„ż tk
t
|αks |2 ds

ď Cp1` |z|2q, @ i` 1 ď k ď nq .
(3.2)
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From now on we assume that Atn (resp. Atk, i ` 1 ď k ď n) integrates this constraint.
This will be of great importance in the derivation of the time-boundary conditions for
the auxiliary value function (see Proposition 3.4).
3.2 Compactification and level-set approach
We apply here the so-called level-set approach. In particular, we intend to link V to
the zero level-set of a suitable function (see Proposition 3.3). The idea underlying this
approach is to represent a reachable set (here, the argument of the infimum in (3.1))
as the level set of a continuous function (here, the function rw defined in (3.8) below)
solution of a suitable PDE. This technique has been introduced by Osher and Sethian
in [43] to describe the propagation of fronts and has then been exploited for instance
in [28, 39, 41, 51, 9, 10] to solve different types of target problems.
For 0 ď i ď n´1, and pt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq P CiˆR, we define the following optimal
control problem
wpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq :“ inf
pν,α,ηqPUˆ pAtˆAtn J
ν,α,ηpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq , (3.3)
with
Jν,α,ηpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq :“ E
«´
fpZt,z,νT q ´M t,z,m,ν,ηT
¯` ` nÿ
k“i`1
´
ΨpZt,z,νtk q ´ P t,pk,αktk
¯`ff
.
On tT u ˆ Rd`1 ˆ R, we set wpT, z,mq “ pfpzq ´mq`.
Arguing as in [11, Theorem 3.1], one can easily show that, if (3.3) admits an opti-
mizer, (3.11) in Proposition 3.3 below holds for rw replaced by w, i.e. w can be used as
the level-set function. However, (3.3) is a singular and weakly coercive optimal control
problem being characterized by a discontinuous Hamiltonian. As a result, the HJB
characterization must be obtained passing through a reformulation of the differential
operator for a comparison result to hold (see e.g. [8, 11, 18]). Therefore, before de-
tailing the level-set approach, we work towards defining a value function rw that takes
the same values as w but with the property that the controls are valued in relatively
compact sets. More precisely, we “compactify” the optimal control problem by means
of a suitable time change. This compactification leads to the definition of an optimal
stopping/control problem whose associated value function is given by rw in (3.8) and
which is proved to be equivalent to the problem defined in (3.3) (see Proposition 3.2).
The HJB operator involved in the PDE characterization of rw is therefore continuous,
facilitating the arguments. Moreover, the proposed compactification allows us to obtain
the reformulation of V in Proposition 3.3 under the relaxed assumption of existence of
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an optimal control for either rw or w (see Assumption 3.2.1). We underline that, in this
paper, the question of existence of optimal controls is not fully investigated and is left
for further research. However, we refer the reader to Remark 3.5 for a discussion on
this topic.
The compactification presented in this section is an interesting contribution of the
paper as it extends some of the results in [42, 26, 25] to the case where the unbounded
controls act on the diffusion term. This is a very common structure of the dynamics, see
for instance [15, 14, 1, 4]. However, in [42, 26, 25], a weak formulation of the optimal
control problem is considered (i.e. the probability space is not fixed, see [53, Definition
4.2, Chapter 2]) since the final interest of the paper is to provide an existence result.
In the present work, it seems more natural to work under the strong formulation of the
problem and we have therefore adapted the arguments in this regard.
We start with the following definition.
Definition 3.1. We fix t P rti, ti`1q, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1.We let J be a given subset of
ti ` 1, ..., nu and j :“ CardpJq. An auxiliary control is a triple pΓ, β, νq s.t. (i)-(viii)
below hold.
(i) The process pΓsqsě0 is a continuous and (strictly) increasing time change s.t.
limsÑ8 Γs “ 8.
(ii) The vector β :“ pβ1, β5, β7qJ is valued in the set Spj`1qd`1zDpj`1qd`1.
(iii) The process 0 ă β1 ď 1 is of the form ϑΓ, for some tFsu-predictable process ϑ,
and is therefore an tFΓsu-predictable process.
(iv) The vector β5 is a jd-dimensional tFΓsu-predictable process s.t. if J ‰ H, β5 :“
pβ5kqkPJ .
(v) The vector β7 is a d-dimensional tFΓsu-predictable process.
(vi) If J ‰ H, there exists C ą 0 s.t.
E
«ż pΓtk
0
|β5ks |2 ds
ff
ď C, @k P J ,
with pΓ the dual of Γ, i.e. pΓs :“ inftu ě 0 : Γu ą su, s ě t.
(vii) There exists C ą 0 s.t.
E
«ż pΓT
0
|β7s|2 ds
ff
ď C ,
with pΓ defined in (vi) above.
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(viii) The control ν belongs to rU , the set of tFΓsu-predictable processes valued in U .
Finally we define by rAt1 the set of controls β1 satisfying (iii) above, rAt,J2 the set of
controls pβ1, β5q valued in Sjd`1zDjd`1 and satisfying (iii)-(iv) and (vi) above, and rAt,J
the set of controls β satisfying (ii)-(vii) above. In particular, we denote rAt,J` the set
of controls satisfying (iii)-(vii) above and s.t. β P Spj`1qd`1, i.e. the controls s.t. β1 is
allowed to be zero. We define similarly rAt`1 and rAt,J`2 . To lighten the notation, we will
omit the dependency on J of the previous sets when J “ ti` 1, ..., nu.
In the following remark we provide some properties that are directly derived from
the definition of Γ in the previous definition.
Remark 3.3. Fix t P rti, ti`1q, 0 ď i ď n´ 1.
(i) The time change pΓsqsě0 is an tFsu-stopping time (see [6, Definition 1.1]).
(ii) The filtration tFΓsu is increasing, right-continuous and complete on pΩ,F ,Pq (see
[47, Proposition 1.1, Chapter V]).
(iii) The dual pΓ is a continuous and (strictly) increasing time change s.t. limsÑ8 pΓs “
8. Besides, ppΓsqsět is an tFΓsu-stopping time (see [47, Proposition 1.1, Chapter
V]).
(iv) For t ď s ă 8, ΓpΓs “ s while for 0 ď s ă 8, pΓΓs “ s.
We then state the following proposition showing the equivalence between the optimal
control problem (3.3) and the optimal stopping/control problem (3.8).
Proposition 3.2. Fix pt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq P Ci ˆ R, 0 ď i ď n´ 1.
(i) For each pΓ, β, νq satisfying Definition 3.1 s.t.
Γs ” Γ0,t,β1s :“ t`
ż s
0
pβ1rq2 dr ě t, 0 ď s ă 8 , (3.4)
there exists prν, α, ηq P U ˆ pAt ˆAtn s.t.
Jrν,α,ηpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ rJν,βpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq , (3.5)
where
rJν,βpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq
:“ E
«´
fp rZ0,z,νpΓT q ´ ĂM0,z,m,ν,β7pΓT ¯` ` nÿ
k“i`1
ˆ
Ψp rZ0,z,νpΓtk q ´ rP 0,pk,β5kpΓtk
˙`ff
,
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(where we omit the dependency on pt, β1q of rZ,ĂM, and pΓ) with ĂM0,z,m,ν,β7 andrZ0,z,ν :“ p rX0,x,ν , rY 0,z,νq (resp. rP 0,pk,β5k , i ` 1 ď k ď n) an R-valued and Rd`1-
valued (resp. R-valued) tFΓsu-adapted process being the unique solution on r0, pΓT s
(resp. r0, pΓtks) to
rX0,x,ν¨ :“ x` ż ¨
0
pβ1rq2µXpΓr, rX0,x,νr , νrqdr ` ż ¨
0
β1rσXpΓr, rX0,x,νr , νrqdĂWr ,
rY 0,z,ν¨ :“ y ` ż ¨
0
pβ1rq2µY pΓr, rZ0,z,νr , νrq dr ` ż ¨
0
β1rσ
J
Y pΓr, rZ0,z,νr , νrq dĂWr ,
ĂM0,z,m,ν,β7¨ :“ m´ ż ¨
0
pβ1rq2`pΓr, rZ0,z,νr , νrqdr ` ż ¨
0
pβ7rqJ dĂWr , (3.6)
(resp.
rP 0,pk,β5k¨ :“ pk ` ż ¨
0
pβ5krqJ dĂWr , (3.7)
)
with ĂWs :“ şΓst 1β1pΓu dWu, a d-dimensional tFΓsu-Brownian motion.
(ii) For each pν, α, ηq P U ˆ pAt ˆ Atn, there exists pΓ, β, rνq satisfying Definition 3.1
and s.t. (3.4) and (3.5) hold.
Therefore
wpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq ,
where on Ci ˆ R,
rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq :“ inf
pν,βqP rUˆ rAt rJν,βpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq , (3.8)
and on tT u ˆ Rd`1 ˆ R, we set rwpT, z,mq “ pfpzq ´mq`.
Proof. We only prove (i) and (ii) as the last assertion is their direct consequence. We
fix pt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq P Ci ˆ R, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, and start by proving (i). Consider
pΓ, β, νq satisfying Definition 3.1 and s.t. (3.4) holds. We first perform a time change
in (3.4) and appeal to [47, Proposition 1.4, Chapter V] to obtain that for t ď s ă 8,
pΓs “ ż s
t
1
pβ1pΓr q2
dr . (3.9)
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We then introduce the process tNs :“
şs
t
1
β1pΓu dWuu, with tWsu the d-dimensional tFsu-
Brownian motion. The latter is an tFsu-continuous local martingale s.t.
@ s ě t, @ pi, jq P N2, ă N i, N j ąs“ 0 when i ‰ j
and ă N i, N j ąs“ pΓs when i “ j .
Hence by [37, Theorem 4.13, Chapter 3], tĂWs :“ NΓsu is a d-dimensional tFsu-Brownian
motion.
Now, appealing to [47, Proposition 1.4, Chapter V] and (3.9), we obtain, after
performing a time change, that for all s P r0, pΓT s,ż s
0
pβ1rq2µXpΓr, rX0,x,νr , νrq dr “ ż Γs
t
pβ1pΓr q2µXpr, rX0,x,νpΓr , νpΓrqdpΓr “
ż Γs
t
µXpr, rX0,x,νpΓr , νpΓrq dr .
On the other hand, observing that dNs “ 1β1pΓs dWs and appealing to [37, Proposition
4.8, Chapter 3], we obtain that for all s P r0, pΓT s,ż s
0
β1rσXpΓr, rX0,x,νr , νrqdĂWr “ ż Γs
t
β1pΓrσXpr, rX0,x,νpΓr , νpΓrqdNr “
ż Γs
t
σXpr, rX0,x,νpΓr , νpΓrq dWr .
In particular, rν :“ νpΓ is an tFsu-adapted predictable process (see [32, Theorem 3.52]
and [37, Proposition 2.18, Chapter 1]) valued in U . Therefore,
rX0,x,νs “ rX0,x,νpΓΓs “ x`
ż Γs
t
µXpr, rX0,x,νpΓr , νpΓrq dr `
ż Γs
t
σXpr, rX0,x,νpΓr , νpΓrqdWr .
As a result, rX0,x,νs “ Xt,x,rνΓs on r0, pΓT s by the uniqueness of the solution to the preceding
SDE and is therefore tFΓsu-adapted (see [37, Proposition 2.18, Chapter 1]) and valued in
Rd. We then repeat the arguments for the process prY 0,z,νs , p rP 0,pk,β5ks qi`1ďkďn,ĂM0,z,m,ν,β7s q
and consider
• for s P rt, tks and i` 1 ď k ď n, αks :“
β5kpΓs
β1pΓs ,
• for s P rt, T s, ηs :“
β7pΓs
β1pΓs .
These processes are tFsu-predictable controls (see [32, Theorem 3.52] and [37, Propo-
sition 2.18, Chapter 1]) each valued in Rd. We then prove that (3.2) holds for the
obtained controls (recall Remark 3.2). We have, after appealing to [47, Proposition 1.4,
Chapter V] and (3.4),
E
„ż T
t
|ηr|2 dr

“ E
«ż pΓT
pΓt |ηΓr |
2 dΓr
ff
“ E
«ż pΓT
0
|β7r|2 dr
ff
ď C, C ą 0 ,
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by Definition 3.1 (vii). We proceed similarly for pαkqi`1ďkďn. Finally (3.5) is a direct
consequence of what precedes.
We now prove (ii) and consider
pΓs :“ ż s
t
`
1` |ζr|2
˘
dr, @ t ď s ă 8 , (3.10)
where ζr :“ pαi`1r^ti`1 , ..., αnr^T , ηr^T q. We recall that, by definition
Γs :“ inftu ě t : pΓu ą su, @ 0 ď s ă 8 .
Hence one can prove, after performing a time change in (3.10) and appealing to [47,
Proposition 1.4, Chapter V], that (3.4) holds for 0 ď s ă 8 with β1 :“ 1?
1`|ζΓ|2 . The
proof then follows the same lines as those for (i) and considers for 0 ď s ă 8,
rνs :“ νΓs , β5s :“
˜
αi`1Γs^ti`1a
1` |ζΓs |2
, ...,
αnΓs^Ta
1` |ζΓs |2
¸
and β7s :“ ηΓs^Ta
1` |ζΓs |2
.
The proof is then completed observing that for i` 1 ď k ď n,
E
«ż pΓtk
0
|β5kr |2 dr
ff
ď E
”pΓtkı ď ptk ´ tq ` E „ż tk
t
|ζr|2 dr

ď C ,
as well as
E
«ż pΓT
0
|β7r|2 dr
ff
ď E
”pΓT ı ď pT ´ tq ` E „ż T
t
|ζr|2 dr

ď C ,
with C ą 0 depending on z, by Remark 3.2. l
Remark 3.4. The proof of the previous proposition actually shows that we could work
with controls pΓ, β, νq satisfying Definition 3.1 (i), (iii)-(viii) and (3.4) and s.t. |β|2 ď
1. This remark also holds for the functions rw2, rw2,JI and rwJI defined in Section 4.2 and
9rw, 9rw2 and 9rwJI defined in Section 5.1. Similarly, for rw1 defined in Section 4.2, we could
work with controls pΓ, β1, νq satisfying Definition 3.1 (i), (iii), (viii) and (3.4) and s.t.
β1 “ 1.
We introduce an assumption that is key for proving Proposition 3.3 below.
Assumption 3.2.1. On Ci ˆ R, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, the problem defined by (3.3) (or resp.
(3.8)) admits an optimal control in U ˆ pAt ˆAtn (or resp. in rU ˆ rAt).
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Remark 3.5.
(i) Assumption 3.2.1 holds, for example, for (3.3) when the set U is convex, the
functions f and Ψ are convex in z, the function ` is convex in pz, uq, and when
either the coefficients of the diffusion are of the form
µZpt, z, uq ” Aptqz `Bptqu and σZpt, z, uq ” Cptqz `Dptqu ,
with A,B,C and D matrices of suitable size, or X is independent of ν and the
coefficients of Y are of the form
µY pt, z, uq ” Apt, xqy `Bpt, xqu and σY pt, z, uq ” Cpt, xqy `Dpt, xqu ,
with A,B,C and D matrices of suitable size. This can be proved following the
arguments in [53, Theorem 5.2, Chapter 2] (see also [11, Appendix A]).
(ii) In [42], a compactification of the same nature (but with processes involving un-
bounded controls in the drift term rather than the diffusion term) is the first step
towards the proof of existence results. However, those results (as many others in
the literature) are derived under a weak formulation of the optimal control prob-
lem. In the present work, if we were not fixing the filtered probability space, the
reformulation in terms of a stochastic target problem would involve the martin-
gales M and pP kqi`1ďkďn. Their respective representation would be unknown as
the filtration of interest might differ from the Brownian one (see [13]). It would be
certainly interesting to push the research in this direction and investigate whether
the existence results in [42] can be extended to our framework.
We can now state the main result of this section.
Proposition 3.3. On Ci, 0 ď i ď n´ 1, and under Assumption 3.2.1, one has
V pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq “ inf tm ě 0 : rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ 0u . (3.11)
Remark 3.6.
(i) Observe that on Ci, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, tm ě 0 : rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ 0u “ H if
there exists i ` 1 ď k ď n s.t. pk ă γ as, by the martingale property of rP 0,pk,β5k ,rP 0,pk,β5k¨ ă γ on r0, pΓtks whenever pk ă γ.
(ii) The result in (3.11) extends to tT u ˆ Rd`1 as inf tm ě 0 : rwpT, z,mq “ 0u “
fpzq “ V pT, zq.
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Proof of Proposition 3.3. We argue as in the proof of [11, Theorem 3.1]. We fix
0 ď i ď n´ 1, and denote by V¯ the right-hand side of (3.11).
We define for t P rti, ti`1q, the backward reachable set of the augmented differential
system
Rt :“
#
pz, pi`1, ..., pn,mq P Rd`pn´i`2q :
D pν, αi`1, ..., αn, ηq P sUt,z,pi`1,...,pn ˆAtn s.t. M t,z,m,ν,ηT ě fpZt,z,νT q
+
,
and notice from Proposition 3.1 that for pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq P Ci,
V pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq :“ inf tm ě 0 : pz, pi`1, ..., pn,mq P Rtu . (3.12)
Step 1. Proof of V ě V¯ . For any pz, pi`1, ..., pn,mq P Rt, there exists pνˆ, αˆi`1, ..., αˆn, ηˆq
P U ˆ pAt ˆAtn s.t. ´
fpZt,z,νˆT q ´M t,z,m,νˆ,ηˆT
¯` “ 0 , (3.13)
and
´
ΨpZt,z,νˆtk q ´ P t,pk,αˆktk
¯` “ 0, for all i` 1 ď k ď n , (3.14)
leading to wpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ 0 by the non-negativity of each of these terms and
therefore to rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ 0 by Proposition 3.2. Therefore V ě V¯ .
Step 2. Proof of V ď V¯ . We assume that for pt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq P Ci ˆ R, we haverwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ 0. We appeal to Assumption 3.2.1 and consider the case where
the problem defined in (3.8) admits an optimal control in rUˆ rAt (the case where (3.3) ad-
mits an optimal control being treated similarly up to obvious modifications). We know
from Proposition 3.2 that there exists an optimal control pνˆ, αˆi`1, ..., αˆn, ηˆq P Uˆ pAtˆAtn
s.t. wpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ 0 and therefore s.t. (3.13)-(3.14) hold by the non-negativity
of each term. Hence pz, pi`1, ..., pn,mq P Rt. We therefore conclude from (3.12) that
V¯ ě V .
Proposition 3.3 is critical here as it allows the reformulation of V in terms of the
optimal control problem described by rw. In particular, problem (3.8) satisfies the
following key properties: it is an unconstrained optimal stopping/control problem, all
controls take values in relatively compact sets, the value function satisfies important
regularity properties (see Proposition 3.4 below).
As a consequence, it will be possible in Section 4 to obtain a complete PDE char-
acterization for rw. Observe that the cost functional associated with rw changes on each
time interval rti, ti`1q, 0 ď i ď n´1, since it has to be adapted to the decreasing number
of constraints involved. As a result, a discontinuity at each point ti, 1 ď i ď n, arises
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(see Proposition 3.4 below) and, unlike [11], the HJB characterization of rw requires the
use of an induction argument over i for i “ n, . . . , 0.
We end this section with a result on the growth and regularity properties of the
auxiliary value function rw which is important for the comparison result and character-
ization respectively derived in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4.
Proposition 3.4. On rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ rγ,8qn´i ˆ R`, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, there exists
C ą 0 s.t.
| rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq| ď C p1` |z|q . (3.15)
Moreover, on Ci ˆ R, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, rw is continuous w.r.t. the variable t (locally
uniformly in z) and Lipschitz continuous w.r.t. pz, pi`1, ..., pn,mq and satisfies
lim
tÒti`1
rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ rwpti`1, z, pi`2, ..., pn,mq ` pΨpzq ´ pi`1q` . (3.16)
Proof. We prove the proposition for w and then recall Proposition 3.2 to conclude that
the results hold for rw. We start proving the first assertion. Fix pt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq P
rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ rγ,8qn´i ˆ R`, 0 ď i ď n´ 1. Using the definition of w we write
wpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq ď inf
νPUpαi`1,..,αn,ηqPt0,...,0u
E
»–´fpZt,z,νT q ` şTt `ps, Zt,z,νs , νsqds´m¯`
`řnk“i`1 ´ΨpZt,z,νtk q ´ pk¯`
fifl ,
and therefore
wpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq
ď inf
νPU E
”şT
t |`ps, Zt,z,νs , νsq|ds` |fpZt,z,νT q| `
řn
k“i`1
´
|ΨpZt,z,νtk q| ` |γ|
¯ı
,
where we used the non-increasing property of w in m P R` and pk P rγ,`8q, i ` 1 ď
k ď n. Hence it follows from the growth conditions on f , ` and Ψ and the assumptions
on the coefficients of X and Y , that (3.15) holds for w. On Ci ˆ R, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1,
the Lipschitz continuity of w w.r.t. pz, pi`1, ..., pn,mq is straightforward. We now prove
(3.16) for w. We first notice that for h ą 0,
inf
νPU
αP pAti`1
ηPAti`1n
Jν,α,ηpti`1, z, pi`2, ..., pn,mq “ inf
νPU
αP pAti`1´h
ηPAti`1´hn
Jν,α,ηpti`1, z, pi`2, ..., pn,mq ,
to obtainˇˇ
wpti`1 ´ h, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq ´ wpti`1, z, pi`2, ..., pn,mq ´ pΨpzq ´ pi`1q`
ˇˇ
ď sup
νPU
αP pAti`1´h
ηPAti`1´hn
E
»– ˇˇˇpfpZti`1´h,z,νT q ´M ti`1´h,z,m,ν,ηT q` ´ pfpZti`1,z,νT q ´M ti`1,z,m,ν,ηT q` ˇˇˇ
`řnk“i`1 ˇˇˇpΨpZti`1´h,z,νtk q ´ P ti`1´h,pk,αktk q` ´ pΨpZti`1,z,νtk q ´ P ti`1,pk,αktk q` ˇˇˇ
fifl .
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Thanks to the Lipschitz continuity of f and Ψ, we haveˇˇ
wpti`1 ´ h, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq ´ wpti`1, z, pi`2, ..., pn,mq ´ pΨpzq ´ pi`1q`
ˇˇ
ď sup
νPU
αP pAti`1´h
ηPAti`1´hn
2E
«řn
k“i`1
´
|Zti`1´h,z,νtk ´ Zti`1,z,νtk | ` |P ti`1´h,pk,αktk ´ P ti`1,pk,αktk |
¯
`|M ti`1´h,z,m,ν,ηT ´M ti`1,z,m,ν,ηT |
ff
.
(3.17)
Moreover, standard arguments involving the assumptions on the coefficients of Z give
E
«
sup
sPrti`1,T s
|Zti`1´h,z,νs ´ Zti`1,z,νs |2
ff
ď Chp1` |z|2q, C ą 0 . (3.18)
Similarly, using the definition of M and P as well as the Lipschitz property of `, one
has with (3.18), Itoˆ’s isometry and Fubini’s theorem
sup
νPU
αP pAti`1´h
ηPAti`1´hn
E
«
|M ti`1´h,z,m,ν,ηT ´M ti`1,z,m,ν,ηT |2 `
nÿ
k“i`1
|P ti`1´h,pk,αktk ´ P ti`1,pk,αktk |2
ff
ď Chp1` |z|2q ` sup
ηPAti`1´hn
E
«
|
ż ti`1
ti`1´h
ηJs dWs|2
ff
`
nÿ
k“i`1
sup
αkPAti`1´hk
E
«
|
ż ti`1
ti`1´h
αJks dWs|2
ff
ď Chp1` |z|2q ` sup
ηPAti`1´hn
ż ti`1
ti`1´h
E
“|ηs|2‰ ds` nÿ
k“i`1
sup
αkPAti`1´hk
ż ti`1
ti`1´h
E
“|αks |2‰ ds .
(3.19)
In virtue of the uniform bound in the L2-norm of the controls η and αk, i`1 ď k ď n (see
Remark 3.2), the right-hand side of (3.19) converges to zero as h Ó 0. The right-hand
side of (3.18) also converges to zero as h Ó 0. Therefore, appealing to (3.17) we obtain
that limhÓ0 |wpti`1 ´ h, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq ´ wpti`1, z, pi`2, ..., pn,mq ´ pΨpzq ´ pi`1q`| Ñ
0. Finally, on Ci ˆ R, 0 ď i ď n´ 1, the continuity of w w.r.t. t is obtained through a
straightforward adaptation of the preceding argument. l
The rest of this paper is dedicated to characterizing rw as the solution of a suitable
HJB equation (Section 4) and discussing some possible extensions (Section 5).
4 A complete PDE characterization for rw
To alleviate notations in this manuscript we introduce for 0 ď i ď n ´ 1 the sets:
Bi :“ rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ rγ,8qn´i as well as Di :“ Bi ˆ R` We also define intpBiq :“
rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ pγ,8qn´i and intpDiq :“ intpBiq ˆ p0,8q.
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4.1 On the interior of the domain
The main ingredient towards the PDE characterization of rw is the following result (see
Appendix A for the proof).
Theorem 4.1 (Dynamic Programming Principle). Fix pt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq P Ci ˆ
R, 0 ď i ď n´ 1, and let 0 ď θ ď pΓti`1 be a stopping time. Then
rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ inf
pν,βqP rUˆ rAt E
„
Φ
ˆ
Γθ, rZ0,z,νθ , rP 0,pi`1,β5i`1θ , ..., rP 0,pn,β5nθ ,ĂM0,z,m,ν,β7θ ˙ ,
(4.1)
where for pt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq P clpCiq ˆ R, 0 ď i ď n´ 1,
Φpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq :“
$’’’&’’’%
rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq, t ă ti`1rwpti`1, z, pi`2, ..., pn,mq ` pΨpzq ´ pi`1q`, t “ ti`1 and i ă n´ 1
pfpzq ´mq` ` pΨpzq ´ pnq`, t “ ti`1 and i “ n´ 1
.
For Θ :“ pt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,m, q, Aq P Di ˆ Rd`pn´i`2q ˆ Sd`pn´i`2q, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1,
with
q :“ pqz, qpi`1 , ..., qpn , qmqJ and A :“
¨˚
˝ A
zz Azp Azm
Azp
J
App Apm
Azm
J
Apm
J
Amm
‹˛‚ , (4.2)
and for c P R, u P U and b P Spn´i`1qd`1, we define the following operator
Hu,bpΘ, cq :“
$’’&’’%
pb1q2
´
´c` Lu,b¯5,b¯7pΘq
¯
, b P Spn´i`1qd`1zDpn´i`1qd`1
´12
řn
k“i`1 |b5k|2Apkpk ´ 12 |b7|2Amm
´řnk“i`1 b7Jb5kApkm, b P Dpn´i`1qd`1
,
where b¯5 :“ b5b1 P Rpn´iqd and similarly b¯7 :“ b
7
b1
P Rd, and
Lu,b¯
5,b¯7pΘq :“
$’&’%
´µJZpt, z, uqqz ` `pt, z, uqqm
´12 TrrσZσJZ pt, z, uqAzzs ´ 12
řn
k“i`1 |b¯5k|2Apkpk ´ 12 |b¯7|2Amm
´řnk“i`1 b¯5Jk σJZ pt, z, uqAzpk ´ b¯7JσJZ pt, z, uqAzm ´řnk“i`1 b¯7J b¯5kApkm
,/./- .
Remark 4.1. The operator b ÞÑ Hu,b is continuous on Spn´i`1qd`1, in particular,
sup
pu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bpΘ, cq “ sup
pu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1zDpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bpΘ, cq .
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For the reader’s convenience, we will write for any test function ϕ defined on Di, 0 ď
i ď n´ 1,
Hu,bϕpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq for Hu,bp¨,Dϕp¨q,D2ϕp¨q, Btϕp¨qqpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq .
A similar writing holds for the operator Lu,b¯
5,b¯7 and the operators Hu,bκ,λ and
9Hu,bκ,λ respec-
tively defined in (4.6) and Section 5.1.2.
Theorem 4.2. On intpDiq, 0 ď i ď n´ 1, rw is a viscosity solution of
sup
pu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bϕ “ 0 .
Proof. The result is a consequence of Theorem 4.1. Fix 0 ď i ď n´ 1.
Step 1. Proof of the sub-solution property. The proof is an adaptation of the
arguments in [45, Proposition 4.3.1]. We consider ϕ a smooth function s.t.
max
Di
p rw ´ ϕq “ pstrictq max
intpDiq
p rw ´ ϕq “ p rw ´ ϕqpt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q “ 0 . (4.3)
We now choose puˆ, bˆq P U ˆ Spn´i`1qd`1zDpn´i`1qd`1 and pνˆ, βˆq P rU ˆ rAt the control
identically equal to puˆ, bˆq. We let´
Γ0,t¯,βˆ1 , rZ0,z¯,νˆ , rP 0,p¯i`1,βˆ5i`1 , ..., rP 0,p¯n,βˆ5n ,ĂM0,z¯,m¯,νˆ,βˆ7¯ ,
be the associated controlled process. We define the set O :“ Bεpt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q Ă
intpDiq, for ε ą 0, and the stopping time
θ :“ inf
"
s ě 0 :
ˆ
Γ0,t¯,βˆ1s ,
rZ0,z¯,νˆs , rP 0,p¯i`1,βˆ5i`1s , ..., rP 0,p¯n,βˆ5ns ,ĂM0,z¯,m¯,νˆ,βˆ7s ˙ R O* ,
(observe that 0 ă θ ă 8 since Γs is (strictly) increasing). Define τ :“ θ ^ r, r ą 0.
Theorem 4.1 and the inequality ϕ ě rw (recall (4.3)) give for ε small enough
ϕpt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q ď E
„
ϕ
ˆ
Γ0,t¯,βˆ1τ , rZ0,z¯,νˆτ , rP 0,p¯i`1,βˆ5i`1τ , ..., rP 0,p¯n,βˆ5nτ ,ĂM0,z¯,m¯,νˆ,βˆ7τ ˙ ,
leading with Itoˆ’s lemma to
1
r
E
»—–ż τ
0
pβˆ1sq2
¨˚
˝
´
´Btϕp¨q ` Lνˆ, ¯ˆβ5, ¯ˆβ7ϕp¨q
¯ˆ
Γ0,t¯,βˆ1s , rZ0,z¯,νˆs , rP 0,p¯i`1,βˆ5i`1s , ..., rP 0,p¯n,βˆ5ns ,ĂM0,z¯,m¯,νˆ,βˆ7s ˙‹˛‚ds
fiffifl ď 0 .
As a result, the proof is completed sending r to zero and appealing to the dominated
convergence theorem and the mean-value theorem as well as to the arbitrariness of
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puˆ, bˆq P U ˆ Spn´i`1qd`1zDpn´i`1qd`1 and Remark 4.1.
Step 2. Proof of the super-solution property. The proof adapts the arguments
in [14, Section 6.2]. Let ϕ be a smooth function s.t.
min
Di
p rw ´ ϕq “ pstrictq min
intpDiq
p rw ´ ϕq “ p rw ´ ϕqpt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q “ 0 . (4.4)
We assume to the contrary that
´2ρ :“ sup
pu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bϕpt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q ă 0 ,
and work towards a contradiction. By continuity of Hu,b, we can find ε ą 0 s.t. for all
pu, bq P U ˆ Spn´i`1qd`1zDpn´i`1qd`1,
pb1q2
´
´Btϕpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq ` Lu,b¯5,b¯7ϕpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq
¯
ď ´ρ on O Ă intpDiq ,
(4.5)
with O :“ Bεpt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q. We arbitrarily consider pν, βq P rU ˆ rAt, and denote
θ :“ inf
"
s ě 0 :
ˆ
Γ0,t¯,β1s ,
rZ0,z¯,νs , rP 0,p¯i`1,β5i`1s , ..., rP 0,p¯n,β5ns ,ĂM0,z¯,m¯,ν,β7s ˙ R O* ,
(again notice that 0 ă θ ă 8). Using Itoˆ’s Lemma and (4.5) we get
ϕpt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q ď E
„
ϕ
ˆ
Γ0,t¯,β1θ ,
rZ0,z¯,νθ , rP 0,p¯i`1,β5i`1θ , ..., rP 0,p¯n,β5nθ ,ĂM0,z¯,m¯,ν,β7θ ˙
ď E
„ rwˆΓ0,t¯,β1θ , rZ0,z¯,νθ , rP 0,p¯i`1,β5i`1θ , ..., rP 0,p¯n,β5nθ ,ĂM0,z¯,m¯,ν,β7θ ˙´ ξ ,
where
ξ :“ minBpO p rw ´ ϕq ą 0 ,
with BpO the parabolic boundary of O. Recalling (4.4), this contradicts Theorem 4.1.
l
We now consider two functions κ : l P R ÞÑ R`zt0u as well as λ : l P R ÞÑ R`zt0u and
define for Θ :“ pt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,m, q, Aq P Di ˆ Rd`pn´i`2q ˆ Sd`pn´i`2q, 0 ď i ď n´ 1
(see (4.2)), c P R, u P U and b P Spn´i`1qd`1,
Hu,bκ,λpΘ, cq :“
$’’&’’%
pb1q2
´
´c` Lu,b¯5,b¯7κ,λ pΘq
¯
, b P Spn´i`1qd`1zDpn´i`1qd`1
´12
řn
k“i`1 κppkq2|b5k|2Apkpk ´ 12λpmq2|b7|2Amm
´řnk“i`1 κppkqλpmqb7Jb5kApkm, b P Dpn´i`1qd`1
,
(4.6)
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where we recall that pb¯5, b¯7q :“ p b5b1 , b
7
b1
q P Rpn´i`1qd, and
Lu,b¯
5,b¯7
κ,λ pΘq :“
$’&’%
´µJZpt, z, uqqz ` `pt, z, uqqm ´ 12 TrrσZσJZ pt, z, uqAzzs
´12
řn
k“i`1 κppkq2|b¯5k|2Apkpk ´
řn
k“i`1 κppkqb¯5Jk σJZ pt, z, uqAzpk
´λpmqřnk“i`1 κppkqb¯7J b¯5kApkm ´ 12λpmq2|b¯7|2Amm ´ λpmqb¯7JσJZ pt, z, uqAzm
,/./- .
We can state the following corollary which is in the spirit of [11, Remark 4.4] and of
important use in Lemma 4.1. The proof is provided in Appendix B.
Corollary 4.1. On intpDiq, 0 ď i ď n´ 1, rw is a viscosity solution of
sup
pu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bκ,λϕ “ 0 . (4.7)
We conclude proving a convexity property of rw on intpDiq.
Proposition 4.1. On intpDiq, 0 ď i ď n´1, the function rw is convex in ppi`1, ..., pn,mq.
Proof. Let ϕ be a smooth function s.t.
max
Di
p rw ´ ϕq “ pstrictq max
intpDiq
p rw ´ ϕq “ p rw ´ ϕqpt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q “ 0 .
We first observe that the sub-solution property implies that the Hessian matrix of ϕ in
ppi`1, ..., pn,mq is the matrix of a quadratic form that is positive semi-definite for all
ppi`1, ..., pn,mq P pγ,8qn´i ˆ p0,8q. The convexity of rw then follows from the same
arguments as in [23, Proposition 5.2]. l
4.2 On the space boundaries
We study here the boundary conditions in m and pk, 1 ď k ď n. We first divide
Ci, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, into different regions corresponding to the different boundaries
associated with the level of controlled loss. More precisely, given 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, we
define Pi :“ tI : I Ď ti ` 1, ..., nu, I ‰ Hu , and Ci,I :“ tppi`1, ..., pnq P Rn´i :
pk ď γ for k P I and pk ą γ for k R Iu , as well as Ci,I :“ rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ Ci,I . In
particular, Ci “ YIPPiCi,I Y rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ pγ,8qn´i . We define JI :“ tl R Iu and
recall Definition 3.1.
The results appeal to the following functions. We define
• On Ci, 0 ď i ď n´ 1,
rw2pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq
:“ inf
pν,βqP rUˆ rAt2 E
«
fp rZ0,z,νpΓT q ´ ĂM0,z,0,ν,0pΓT ` nÿ
k“i`1
ˆ
Ψp rZ0,z,νpΓtk q ´ rP 0,pk,β5kpΓtk
˙`ff
, (4.8)
where on tT u ˆ Rd`1, we set rw2pT, zq “ fpzq.
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• On rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ pγ,8qCardpJIq ˆ R, 0 ď i ď n´ 1,
rwJI pt, z, pplqlPJI ,mq :“ inf
νP rU
βP rAt,JI
E
»—–
´
fp rZ0,z,νpΓT q ´ ĂM0,z,m,ν,β7pΓT ¯`
`řlPJI ˆΨp rZ0,z,νpΓtl q ´ rP 0,pl,β5lpΓtl
˙`
`řlRJI Ψp rZ0,z,νpΓtl q
fiffifl ,
(4.9)
where on tT u ˆ Rd`1 ˆ R, we set rwJI pT, z,mq “ pfpzq ´mq`.
• On rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ pγ,8qCardpJIq, 0 ď i ď n´ 1,
rw2,JI pt, z, pplqlPJI q :“ inf
νP rU
βP rAt,JI2
E
»—– fp rZ
0,z,νpΓT q ´ ĂM0,z,0,ν,0pΓT
`řlPJI ˆΨp rZ0,z,νpΓtl q ´ rP 0,pl,β5lpΓtl
˙`
`řlRJI Ψp rZ0,z,νpΓtl q
fiffifl ,
where on tT u ˆ Rd`1, we set rw2,JI pT, zq “ fpzq.
• On rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1, 0 ď i ď n´ 1,
rw1pt, zq :“ inf
pν,β1qP rUˆ rAt1 E
”
fp rZ0,z,νpΓT q ´ ĂM0,z,0,ν,0pΓT `řnk“i`1 Ψp rZ0,z,νpΓtk qı ,
where on tT u ˆ Rd`1, we set rw1pT, zq “ fpzq.
Remark 4.2. Using the same techniques as the ones developed in this paper to study
the function rw (see above and hereinafter) one can easily characterize the previous
functions on their respective domain and prove their continuity.
4.2.1 Boundary in m
Proposition 4.2. On Ci ˆ p´8, 0s, 0 ď i ď n´ 1,
rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ rw2pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq ´m.
Proof. Fix 0 ď i ď n´ 1. On one hand, on Ci ˆ R, one has
rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq ě rw2pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq ´m,
from the martingale property of
şpΓT
0 β
7J
s dĂWs as β P rAt and with Remark 3.4. On the
other hand, on Ci ˆ p´8, 0s,
rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq
ď inf
pν,βqP rUˆ rAt2 E
«´
fp rZ0,z,νpΓT q ´ ĂM0,z,m,ν,0pΓT ¯` ` nÿ
k“i`1
ˆ
Ψp rZ0,z,νpΓtk q ´ rP 0,pk,β5kpΓtk
˙`ff
,
leading to rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq ď rw2pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq ´m as m ď 0.
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4.2.2 Boundary in pk, 1 ď k ď n
The following proposition is stated without proof as its arguments follow those in the
proof of Proposition 4.2 above.
Proposition 4.3. On Ci,I ˆ R, 0 ď i ď n´ 1,
rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ rwJI pt, z, pplqlPJI ,mq ´ ÿ
lRJI
pl .
In particular, on Ci,Iˆp´8, 0s, 0 ď i ď n´1, rwJI pt, z, pplqlPJI ,mq “ rw2,JI pt, z, pplqlPJI q´
m. Moreover, if I “ ti` 1, ..., nu, then rw2,JI pt, z, pplqlPJI q “ rw1pt, zq.
4.3 A Comparison principle for (4.7)
In this section, we work with the operator involved in (4.7) considering λ : m P R ÞÑ
λpmq :“ 1 _m ą 0 as well as κ : p P R ÞÑ κppq :“ p1 ` |γ|q _ pp ` |γ|q ą 0. Such an
operator is non-standard as it involves a non-linearity in the time-derivative. However,
appealing to a strict super-solution approach (see for instance, Ishii and Lions in [34]
and Cheridito, Soner and Touzi in [21]), we can prove a comparison theorem for this
non-linear PDE. We therefore need to introduce beforehand the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1 (Strict super-solution property). Fix 0 ď i ď n ´ 1. Let us define on
rti, ti`1q ˆ Rn´i`1 the smooth positive function
φpt, pi`1, ..., pn,mq :“ epti`1´tq
˜
1`
nÿ
k“i`1
lnp1` pk ` 2|γ|q ` lnp1`mq
¸
.
Let v be a lower semi-continuous super-solution of (4.7). Then the function v ` ξφ,
ξ ą 0, is a viscosity solution of
sup
pu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bκ,λϕ ě ξ
1
8
ą 0 on intpDiq . (4.10)
Proof. Fix 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, and let ϕ be a smooth function s.t. minDippv ` ξφq ´
ϕq “ ppv ` ξφq ´ ϕqpt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q “ 0 with pt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q P intpDiq, ξ ą 0.
Since φ is a smooth function, the function ψ :“ ϕ ´ ξφ is a test function for v at
pt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q.
We consider b P Spn´i`1qd`1zDpn´i`1qd`1 and u P U . Using the definition of Hu,bκ,λ,
we obtain
Hu,bκ,λϕpt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q ě Hu,bκ,λψpt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q ` A , (4.11)
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where
A “ ξpb1q2
˜
´Btφp¨q ` `pt¯, z¯, uqDmφp¨q
´12
řn
k“i`1 κpp¯kq2|b¯5k|2Dpkpkφp¨q ´ 12λpm¯q2|b¯7|2Dmmφp¨q
¸
pt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q .
We now provide a lower bound for A and compute
A “ ξpb1q2epti`1´t¯q
´
1`řnk“i`1 lnp1` p¯k ` 2|γ|q ` lnp1` m¯q¯
` ξpb1q2epti`1´t¯q
´
`pt¯,z¯,uq
1`m¯ `
řn
k“i`1
κpp¯kq2|b¯5k|2
2p1`p¯k`2|γ|q2 `
λpm¯q2|b¯7|2
2p1`m¯q2
¯
ě ξpb1q2
ˆ
1` 1
8
´
|b¯5|2 ` |b¯7|2
¯˙
,
where we used the non-negativity of the function `, and the fact that m¯ ě 0, p¯k ě
γ, i` 1 ď k ď n, and that for any l P R and a P R,
p1` |a|q2 _ pl ` |a|q2
p1` l ` 2|a|q2 ě
1
4
.
Noticing that pb1q2p1` |b¯5|2 ` |b¯7|2q “ |b|2 “ 1, we finally obtain
A ě ξ 1
8
. (4.12)
Thanks to the arbitrariness of u and b and (4.11) and (4.12), we deduce, after appealing
to the super-solution property of v (see Corollary 4.1), that
sup
pu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1zDpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bκ,λϕpt¯, z¯, p¯i`1, ..., p¯n, m¯q ě ξ
1
8
.
We finally conclude the proof recalling Remark 4.1. l
We can now state a comparison result holding for viscosity solutions of (4.7) whose
proof is postponed to Appendix C and is based on Lemma 4.1. To this aim, and
similarly to Section 4.2, we define for 0 ď i ď n´ 1, Bi,I :“ tppi`1, ..., pnq P rγ,8qn´i :
pk “ γ for k P I and pk ą γ for k R Iu , as well as Bi,I :“ rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ Bi,I . In
particular, Bi “ YIPPiBi,I Y intpBiq .
Theorem 4.3. (Comparison Principle) Fix 0 ď i ď n ´ 1. Let V (resp. U) be
a lower semi-continuous (resp. upper semi-continuous) map satisfying the following
growth condition
|V pt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq| ` |Upt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq| ď C p1` |z|q on Di .
Moreover, assume that
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• on intpDiq, V (resp. U) is a viscosity super-solution (resp. sub-solution) of (4.7),
• on intpBiq ˆ t0u and Bi,I ˆ R`, V p¨q ě Up¨q,
• on Rd`1 ˆ rγ,8qn´i ˆ R`, V pti`1, ¨q ě Upti`1, ¨q,
then V ě U on intpDiq.
4.4 Complete characterization of rw
Thanks to the results in the previous sections we can now obtain a full characterization
of rw by the HJB equation.
Theorem 4.4. (Complete characterization of rw) The function rw is the unique viscosity
solution of (4.7) on intpDiq, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, in the class of functions being continuous
on Di and satisfying the growth condition (3.15), as well as the boundary conditions
lim
tÒti`1
rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ rwpti`1, z, pi`2, ..., pn,mq ` pΨpzq ´ pi`1q` ,
on Rd`1 ˆ rγ,8qn´i ˆ R`,
rw “ rw2 on intpBiq ˆ t0u and rw “ rwJI ´ γ ˆ CardpIq on Bi,I ˆ R` ,
and
rwpT, z,mq “ pfpzq ´mq` on Rd`1 ˆ R` .
Proof. The result is proved by induction and is a direct consequence of Corollary 4.1,
Propositions 3.4, 4.2 and 4.3 and Theorem 4.3. l
As a direct consequence of Theorem 4.4, we can state the following corollary which
is the counterpart, in our setting, of [42, Theorem 4.2, (eq. 30)] proved here by a PDE
argument rather than a probabilistic one. For any 0 ď i ď n´1, let us define on CiˆR,
pwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq :“ inf
pν,βqP rUˆ rAt` rJν,βpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq ,
where on tT u ˆ Rd`1 ˆ R, pwpT, z,mq “ pfpzq ´mq`.
Corollary 4.2. Assume that the coefficients pµZ , σZq and the function ` are ι-Ho¨lder
continuous in the time variable for some ι ą 0. Then, on Di, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, one has
w “ rw “ pw.
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Proof. We first observe that by definition wpT, ¨q “ rwpT, ¨q “ pwpT, ¨q. Fix 0 ď i ď n´1.
Applying the dynamic programming argument we can show, exactly as done for rw, thatpw is a viscosity solution of (4.7) on intpDiq. Therefore, if
(1) on Di, pw is continuous and satisfies the growth condition (3.15);
(2) on Rd`1 ˆ rγ,8qn´i ˆ R`,
lim
tÒti`1
pwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ pwpti`1, z, pi`2, ..., pn,mq ` pΨpzq ´ pi`1q` ; (4.13)
(3) on intpBiq ˆ t0u and Bi,I ˆ R`, pw respectively satisfies
pw “ rw2 and pw “ rwJI ´ γ ˆ CardpIq , (4.14)
with rw2 and rwJI defined in (4.8) and (4.9);
the equality follows from Theorem 4.4. The rest of this proof (where only the depen-
dency on β1 will be omitted) is therefore divided into three steps.
Step 1. Proof of (1). Arguing as in [42, Lemma 3.1], one can prove that there exists
C ą 0 s.t. for u ě ti`1, h ą 0, z, z1 P Rd`1 and ν P rU ,
E
«
sup
sPr0,θs
| rZ0,u´h,z,νs |2
ff
ď Cp1` |z|2q , (4.15)
E
«
sup
sPr0,θs
| rZ0,u´h,z,νs ´ rZ0,u´h,z1,νs |2
ff
ď C|z ´ z1|2 , (4.16)
E
«
sup
sPr0,θs
| rZ0,u´h,z,νs ´ rZ0,u,z,νs |2
ff
ď Chι^1 , (4.17)
where θ :“ pΓu´h,0T . The growth (resp. continuity) condition on Di is therefore a direct
consequence of (4.15) (resp. (4.15)-(4.17)) and of the assumptions on f, Ψ and `.
Step 2. Proof of (2). Following the lines of Proposition 3.4, we must prove that, on
Rd`1 ˆ rγ,8qn´i ˆ R`, the following quantity
sup
pν,βqP rUˆ rAti`1´h` E
»——–
řn
k“i`1
˜
| rZ0,ti`1´h,z,νpΓti`1´h,0tk ´ rZ0,ti`1,z,νpΓti`1,0tk | ` | rP 0,ti`1´h,pk,β
5
kpΓti`1´h,0tk ´ rP 0,ti`1,pk,β
5
kpΓti`1,0tk |
¸
`|ĂM0,ti`1´h,z,m,ν,β7pΓti`1´h,0T ´ ĂM0,ti`1,z,m,ν,β7pΓti`1,0T |
fiffiffifl ,
(4.18)
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tends to zero as h Ó 0. After appealing to Young’s inequality, we first obtain that, for
any ν P rU and β P rAti`1´h,`, there exists C ą 0 s.t.
E
„
|ĂM0,ti`1´h,z,m,ν,β7pΓti`1´h,0T ´ ĂM0,ti`1,z,m,ν,β7pΓti`1,0T |2

ď CE
»–ˇˇˇˇˇˇż pΓ
ti`1,0
T
0
pβ1rq2|`pΓ0,ti`1´hr , rZ0,ti`1´h,z,νr , νrq ´ `pΓ0,ti`1r , rZ0,ti`1,z,νr , νrq|dr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
2fifl
` E
»–ˇˇˇˇˇˇż pΓ
ti`1´h,0
T
pΓti`1,0T pβ1rq
2`pΓ0,ti`1´hr , rZ0,ti`1´h,z,νr , νrqdr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
2fifl` E
»–ˇˇˇˇˇˇż pΓ
ti`1´h,0
T
pΓti`1,0T pβ
7
rqJdĂWr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
2fifl .
Now, using Burkholder-Davis-Gundy’s inequality and performing a time change (recall
[47, Proposition 1.4, Chapter V] and (3.9)), the last expectation becomes
E
»–ˇˇˇˇˇˇż pΓ
ti`1´h,0
T
pΓti`1,0T pβ
7
rqJdĂWr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
2fifl ď C ż T
T´h
E
“|ηr|2‰ dr ď Ch, C ą 0 , (4.19)
with ηr :“
β7pΓti`1´h,0r
β1pΓti`1´h,0r
and where the last inequality follows from
E
«ż T
ti`1´h
|ηr|2dr
ff
“ E
»–ż pΓti`1´h,0T
0
|β7r|2
pβ1rq2 dΓ
0,ti`1´h
r
fifl “ E
»–ż pΓti`1´h,0T
0
|β7r|2dr
fifl ď C ,
where a time-change argument (recall [47, Proposition 1.4, Chapter V] and (3.4)) and
the definition of rAti`1´h,` have been used.
Moreover, performing a time change (recall [47, Proposition 1.4, Chapter V] and
(3.9)) and appealing to the ι-Ho¨lder and Lipschitz property of pµZ , σZ , `q and to Cauchy-
Schwarz’s inequality, we can find C ą 0 s.t.
E
»–ˇˇˇˇˇˇż pΓ
ti`1,0
T
0
pβ1rq2|`pΓ0,ti`1´hr , rZ0,ti`1´h,z,νr , νrq ´ `pΓ0,ti`1r , rZ0,ti`1,z,νr , νrq|dr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
2fifl
ď C
˜
h2ι `
ż T´h
ti`1´h
Er| rZ0,ti`1´h,z,νpΓti`1´h,0r ´ rZ0,ti`1,z,νpΓti`1´h,0r |2sdr
¸
ď Chι^1 , (4.20)
where the last inequality follows from (4.17). Finally, proceeding as for the first ex-
pectation and using the growth property of ` and (4.15) instead of its Ho¨lder- and
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Lipschitz-continuity property and (4.17), we have
E
»–ˇˇˇˇˇˇż pΓ
ti`1´h,0
T
pΓti`1,0T pβ1rq
2`pΓ0,ti`1´hr , rZ0,ti`1´h,z,νr , νrqdr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
2fifl ď Chp1` |z|2q, C ą 0 . (4.21)
Combining (4.19)-(4.21), we finally obtain
E
„
|ĂM0,ti`1´h,z,m,ν,β7pΓti`1´h,0T ´ ĂM0,ti`1,z,m,ν,β7pΓti`1,0T |2

ď Chι^1p1` |z|2q, C ą 0 .
Proceeding similarly for the first and second term in (4.18) we conclude that the quantity
in (4.18) tends to zero as h Ó 0 and therefore that (4.13) holds.
Step 3. Proof of (3). Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 4.2 (resp. 4.3), we can
prove that on intpBiq ˆ t0u (resp. Bi,I ˆR`), pw “ pw2 (resp. pw “ pwJI ´ γ ˆCardpIq),
where pw2 (resp. pwJI ) is defined by replacing rAt with rAt` in (4.8) (resp. (4.9)). We
conclude that (4.14) holds after noticing that an adaptation of the arguments presented
in this proof would give pw2 “ rw2 (resp. pwJI “ rwJI ). l
5 Extensions
In this section, we discuss possible extensions of our approach. We first discuss the case
where the controlled-loss constraints hold from one period to another. These are the
so-called next-period controlled-loss constraints, with the terminology of [36]. We then
show how the level-set approach can be applied to probability constraints.
5.1 Next-period controlled-loss constraints
Next-period probability constraints have been studied for stochastic target problems un-
der a complete market setting in [16]. We intend to explore the next-period controlled-
loss counterpart for optimal control problems under a general framework.
Under the setting of Section 2, we consider on Ci, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, the following
stochastic optimal control problem
9V pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq :“ inf
νP 9Ut,z,pi`1,...,pn
E
„
fpZt,z,νT q `
ż T
t
`ps, Zt,z,νs , νsqds

,
where
9Ut,z,pi`1,...,pn :“
$’’&’’%ν P U :
E
”
ΨpZt,z,νti`1 q|Ft
ı
ď pi`1 ,
and
E
”
ΨpZt,z,νtk q|Ftk´1
ı
ď pk, i` 2 ď k ď n
,//.//- .
On tT u ˆ Rd`1, we set 9V pT, zq “ fpzq.
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5.1.1 Associated stochastic target problem and level-set approach
Proceeding as in Section 3.1, one can prove the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. Fix 0 ď i ď n´ 1, and pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq P Ci. Then
9V pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq “ inf
#
m ě 0 : D pν, α, ηq P 9sUt,z,pi`1,...,pn ˆAtn
s.t. M t,z,m,ν,ηT ě fpZt,z,νT q
+
,
with
9sUt,z,pi`1,...,pn :“
#
pν, αq P U ˆ 9xAt s.t. ΨpZt,z,νti`1 q ď P t,pi`1,αi`1ti`1
and ΨpZt,z,νtk q ď P
tk´1,pk,αk
tk
, i` 2 ď k ď n
+
,
where α :“ pαi`1, ..., αnqJ and 9xAt :“ Ati`1 ˆAti`1i`2 ...ˆAtn´1n .
We now introduce for 0 ď i ď n´ 1, and pt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq P CiˆR, the following
optimal control problem
9wpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq :“ inf
pν,α,ηqPUˆ 9xAtˆAtn
9Jν,α,ηpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq , (5.1)
with
9Jν,α,ηpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq :“ E
»–´fpZt,z,νT q ´M t,z,m,ν,ηT ¯` ` ´ΨpZt,z,νti`1 q ´ P t,pi`1,αi`1ti`1 ¯`
`řnk“i`2 ´ΨpZt,z,νtk q ´ P tk´1,pk,αktk ¯`
fifl .
On tT u ˆ Rd`1 ˆ R, we set 9wpT, z,mq “ pfpzq ´mq`.
We define on Ci ˆ R, 0 ď i ď n´ 1, the auxiliary optimal control problem
9rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq :“ inf
pν,βqP rUˆ rAt
9rJν,βpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq , (5.2)
where
9rJν,βpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq :“ E
»——–
´
fp rZ0,z,νpΓT q ´ ĂM0,z,m,ν,β7pΓT ¯` `
ˆ
Ψp rZ0,z,νpΓti`1 q ´ rP 0,pi`1,β5i`1pΓti`1
˙`
`řnk“i`2 ˆΨp rZ0,z,νpΓtk q ´ rP pΓtk´1 ,pk,β5kpΓtk
˙`
fiffiffifl ,
with p rZ0,z,ν ,ĂM0,z,m,ν,β7 , rP 0,pi`1,β5i`1 , rP pΓtk´1 ,pk,β5kq defined according to (3.6)-(3.7). On
tT u ˆ Rd`1 ˆ R, we set 9rwpT, z,mq “ pfpzq ´mq`.
Proceeding as in Section 3.2, we get the following level-set characterization of 9V .
Proposition 5.2. On Ci, 0 ď i ď n´1, if the problem defined by (5.1) (or resp. (5.2))
admits an optimal control in U ˆ 9xAt ˆAtn (or resp. in rU ˆ rAt), then one has
9V pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq “ inf
!
m ě 0 : 9rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ 0) .
In particular, the latter equality extends to tT u ˆ Rd`1.
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5.1.2 Complete characterization of 9rw
Similarly to what has been done in Section 4.2, we define the following functions (we
remind that JI :“ tl R Iu).
• On Ci, 0 ď i ď n´ 1,
9rw2pt, z, pi`1, ..., pnq
:“ inf
νP rU
βP rAt2
E
»—– fp rZ
0,z,νpΓT q ´ ĂM0,z,0,ν,0pΓT
`
ˆ
Ψp rZ0,z,νpΓti`1 q ´ rP 0,pi`1,β5i`1pΓti`1
˙`
`řnk“i`2 ˆΨp rZ0,z,νpΓtk q ´ rP pΓtk´1 ,pk,β5kpΓtk
˙`
fiffifl ,
where on tT u ˆ Rd`1, we set 9rw2pT, zq “ fpzq.
• On rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ pγ,8qCardpJIq ˆ R, 0 ď i ď n´ 1,
9rwJI pt, z, pplqlPJI ,mq
:“ inf
νP rU
βP rAt,JI
E
»——–
´
fp rZ0,z,νpΓT q ´ ĂM0,z,m,ν,β7pΓT ¯` `řlPJI , lěi`2
ˆ
Ψp rZ0,z,νpΓtl q ´ rP pΓtl´1 ,pl,β5lpΓtl
˙`
`
ˆ
Ψp rZ0,z,νpΓti`1 q ´ rP 0,pi`1,β5i`1pΓti`1
˙`
1ti`1uPJI `
ř
lRJI Ψp rZ0,z,νpΓtl q
fiffiffifl ,
where on tT u ˆ Rd`1 ˆ R, we set 9rwJI pT, z,mq “ pfpzq ´mq`.
Additionally, we consider two functions κ : l P R ÞÑ R`zt0u as well as λ : l P R ÞÑ
R`zt0u and introduce the operator 9Hu,bκ,λ, where for Θ :“ pt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,m, q, Aq P
Di ˆ Rd`3 ˆ Sd`3, 0 ď i ď n´ 1, c P R, u P U and b P S2d`1,
9Hu,bκ,λpΘ, cq :“
$’’&’’%
pb1q2
´
´c` 9Lu,b¯5,b¯7κ,λ pΘq
¯
, b P S2d`1zD2d`1
´12κppi`1q2|b5|2Api`1pi`1 ´ 12λpmq2|b7|2Amm
´λpmqκppi`1qb7Jb5Api`1m, b P D2d`1
,
where
9Lu,b¯
5,b¯7
κ,λ pΘq :“
$’&’%
´µJZpt, z, uqqz ` `pt, z, uqqm ´ 12 TrrσZσJZ pt, z, uqAzzs
´12κppi`1q2|b¯5|2Api`1pi`1 ´ 12λpmq2|b¯7|2Amm ´ κppi`1qb¯5
J
σJZ pt, z, uqAzpi`1
´λpmqb¯7JσJZ pt, z, uqAzm ´ λpmqκppi`1qb¯7J b¯5Api`1m
,/./- .
Proceeding as in Section 4 one can prove the following complete characterization for 9rw.
Theorem 5.1. (Complete characterization of 9rw) The function 9rw is the unique viscosity
solution of
sup
pu,bqPUˆS2d`1
9Hu,bκ,λϕ “ 0 on intpDiq, 0 ď i ď n´ 1 ,
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in the class of functions being continuous on Di and satisfying the growth condition
(3.15), as well as the boundary conditions
lim
tÒti`1
9rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq “ 9rwpti`1, z, pi`2, ..., pn,mq ` pΨpzq ´ pi`1q` ,
on Rd`1 ˆ rγ,8qn´i ˆ R`,
9rw “ 9rw2 on intpBiq ˆ t0u and 9rw “ 9rwJI ´ γ ˆ CardpIq on Bi,I ˆ R` ,
(with the notations introduced just before Theorem 4.3) and
9rwpT, z,mq “ pfpzq ´mq` on Rd`1 ˆ R` .
In particular, if the coefficients pµZ , σZq and the function ` are ι-Ho¨lder continuous in
the time variable for some ι ą 0, one has 9rw “ 9pw on Di where
9pwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq :“
$&%infpν,βqP rUˆ rAt`
9rJν,βpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq on Ci ˆ R
9pwpT, z,mq “ pfpzq ´mq` on tT u ˆ Rd`1 ˆ R .
5.2 Probability constraints
We consider the case where constraints in probability hold in the optimal control prob-
lem. The techniques developed in this paper may help generalize the results derived
in [17, 19]. However, as explained below, the framework of applicability of Proposition
5.4 needs to be further investigated. The arguments that follow focus on lookback-
style constraints to widen the framework of applications, but can be easily adapted to
next-period or European-style constraints, with the terminology of [36].
Under the setting of Section 2, we consider on rti, ti`1qˆRd`1ˆr0, 1s, 0 ď i ď n´1,
the following stochastic optimal control problem
V pt, z, pq :“ inf
νPVt,z,p
E
„
fpZt,z,νT q `
ż T
t
`ps, Zt,z,νs , νsqds

,
where
Vt,z,p :“
!
ν P U : P
”Şn
k“i`1
!
Y t,z,νtk ě gpXt,x,νtk q
)ı
ě p
)
, (5.3)
with g : x P Rd ÞÑ R, a Lipschitz continuous function. On tT uˆRd`1, we set V pT, zq “
fpzq. The level given by gp¨q can be interpreted as a solvency/minimal performance
constraint.
Remark 5.1. A dual algorithm to compute the value function associated with the con-
straint in (5.3) has been provided in [12] under a complete market framework.
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5.2.1 Associated stochastic target problem
Arguing as in Proposition 3.1 and [12, Proposition 2.2], one can prove the following
proposition.
Proposition 5.3. Fix 0 ď i ď n´ 1, and pt, z, pq P rti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ r0, 1s. Then
V pt, z, pq “ inf
!
m ě 0 : D pν, α, ηq P sVt,z,p ˆAtn s.t.M t,z,m,ν,ηT ě fpZt,z,νT q) ,
with
sVt,z,p :“ !pν, αq P U ˆAtn,p s.t. 1tY t,z,νtk ěgpXt,x,νtk qu ě P t,p,αtk for i` 1 ď k ď n) ,
where
Atn,p :“
 
α P Atn s.t. P t,p,α¨ P r0, 1s
(
.
5.2.2 Level-set approach
We intend to define V as a problem involving a zero level-set of a suitable function.
Building on the characterization given in Proposition 5.3, a direct application of the
results in Section 3.2 would lead to a level-set function involving terms of the form
pp ´ 1tyěgpxquq`. However, the discontinuity of the indicator function would add an
additional difficulty in the PDE characterization of the former function and numerical
approximations involving regularization techniques might be needed (see e.g. [2, 3]).
We therefore suggest to use an alternative auxiliary optimal control problem.
We define for all pt, z, p,mq P r0, T s ˆ Rd`1 ˆ r0, 1s ˆ R, 0 ď i ď n´ 1,
υpt, z, p,mq :“ inf
νPU ,αPAtn,p
ηPAtn
Jν,α,ηpt, z, p,mq , (5.4)
with
Jν,α,ηpt, z, p,mq :“ E
«´
fpZt,z,νT q ´M t,z,m,ν,ηT
¯` ` nÿ
k“i`1
P t,p,αtk
´
gpXt,x,νtk q ´ Y t,z,νtk
¯`ff
.
Proposition 5.4. On rti, ti`1qˆRd`1ˆr0, 1s, 0 ď i ď n´1, assuming that the problem
defined in (5.4) admits an optimal control in U ˆAtn,p ˆAtn, one has
V pt, z, pq “ inf tm ě 0 : υpt, z, p,mq “ 0u .
In particular, the latter equality extends to tT u ˆ Rd`1.
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Proof. The proof follows from Proposition 5.3 once observed that for any control
pν, αq P U ˆAtn one hasˆ
P t,p,αtk ´ 1tY t,z,νtk ěgpXt,x,νtk qu
˙`
“ 0 ô P t,p,αtk
´
gpXt,x,νtk q ´ Y t,z,νtk
¯` “ 0 .
l
A compactified version of problem (5.4) can be obtained without further difficulty
as done in Proposition 3.2. This leads to a slight relaxation of the existence assumption.
However, the loss of convexity in the triple pz, p,mq of the cost functional prevents the
application of the result in Remark 3.5 (i). At this stage, we are not able to provide
a framework ensuring the applicability of Proposition 5.4. Further research in this
direction is then necessary, possibly involving the weak formulation of the problem.
We observe that the characterization of v involves here non-trivial boundaries in the
p-variable that can be handled appealing to the techniques in [17, 15].
6 Conclusions
Arguing as in [11, Theorem 3.1] and therefore assuming the existence of an optimizer for
the value function w defined in (3.3), one can prove that the original value function V in
(2.1) writes as the zero level of w. This result has the great advantage of not requiring
any viability assumptions on the coefficients of the diffusion. However, w is associated
with an unconstrained optimal control problem involving unbounded controls. Such
characteristics raise additional difficulties in the PDE characterization of w and may
make the derivation of the conditions under which the existence assumption holds more
convoluted. Adopting a compactification argument “a` la” Dufour and Miller [26, 25],
we have proved that w “ rw, where rw in (3.8) satisfies useful regularity properties and is
the value function associated with an unconstrained optimal stopping/control problem
involving controls valued in relatively compact sets. Therefore, under Assumption 3.2.1,
Proposition 3.3 characterizes V as the zero level of rw, extending the results in [11].
Thanks to this transformation, the HJB operator involved in the characterization
of rw is continuous, and the assumption on the existence of an optimizer can be relaxed
to either w or rw (compare (H4) in [11] with Assumption 3.2.1). This transformation
also extends the compactification results presented in [42, 26, 25] and can be of interest
for the treatment of several problems sharing a similar structure (see, e.g., [1, 4]).
In Theorem 4.4 we have provided a complete characterization of rw on each time
interval rti, ti`1q, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1. Moreover, in Section 5 we have extended the results
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obtained to the case of next-period controlled-loss constraints and initiated a discussion
on the special case of probability constraints.
This paper opens new avenues for further research which include: the investigation of
the conditions under which Assumption 3.2.1 holds, the complete treatment of the case
where the constraint holds in probability, and the study of the numerical approximation
of V appealing to the characterization of rw.
A Proof of Theorem 4.1
We fix pt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq P CiˆR, 0 ď i ď n´1. We take 0 ď θ ď pΓti`1 be a stopping
time. When θ “ pΓti`1 and i “ n ´ 1, the result is obvious. We assume that θ “ pΓti`1
and i ă n ´ 1 as the case θ ă pΓti`1 can be treated similarly. We denote by sw the
right-hand side of (4.1).
Step 1. Proof of rw ě sw. Using the Flow property as well as the definition of rw in
(3.8) one can prove that
rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq ě inf
pν,βqP rUˆ rAt E
„
Φ
ˆ
Γθ, rZ0,z,νθ , rP 0,pi`1,β5i`1θ , ..., rP 0,pn,β5nθ ,ĂM0,z,m,ν,β7θ ˙ ,
leading to rwpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq ě swpt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,mq.
Step 2. Proof of rw ď sw. We fix ppν, pβq P rU ˆ rAt, and consider µ, the measure
induced by pti`1, ξ, ζi`1, ..., ζn, κq on r0, T s ˆ Rd`pn´i`2q with pξ, pζkqi`1ďkďn, κq :“
p rZ0,z,pνθ , p rP 0,pk,pβ5kθ qi`1ďkďn,ĂM0,z,m,pν,pβ7θ q. We appeal to [7, Proposition 7.50, Lemma 7.27]
to prove that, for each ε ą 0, we can build pn´ i` 2q Borel-measurable maps given by
νεµ and β
ε
µ,
pνεµ, βεµqpti`1, ξ, ζi`1, ..., ζn, κq P rU ˆ rAti`1 ,
where pβ5,εµ , β7,εµ q has been modified appropriately to satisfy Definition 3.1 (vi)-(vii), and
where
Φpti`1, ξ, ζi`1, ..., ζn, κq ě rJνεµ,βεµpti`1, ξ, ζi`2, ..., ζn, κq ` pΨp rZ0,z,pνθ q ´ rP 0,pi`1,pβ5i`1θ q` ´ ε .
(1.1)
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We now use [50, Lemma 2.1] to obtain νε and βε s.t.
νε1rθ,pΓT s “ νεµpti`1, ξ, ζi`1, ..., ζn, κq1rθ,pΓT s dtˆ dP-a.e. ,
βε11rθ,pΓT s “ βε1,µpti`1, ξ, ζi`1, ..., ζn, κq1rθ,pΓT s dtˆ dP-a.e. ,
β5,εi`21rθ,pΓti`2 s “ β5,εi`2,µpti`1, ξ, ζi`1, ..., ζn, κq1rθ,pΓti`2 s dtˆ dP-a.e. ,
...
β5,εn 1rθ,pΓT s “ β5,εn,µpti`1, ξ, ζi`1, ..., ζn, κq1rθ,pΓT s dtˆ dP-a.e. ,
β7,ε1rθ,pΓT s “ β7,εµ pti`1, ξ, ζi`1, ..., ζn, κq1rθ,pΓT s dtˆ dP-a.e. ,
implying that pνε :“ pν1r0,θq ` νε1rθ,pΓT s P rU , ppβε1, pβ5i`1, ..., pβ5,εn , pβ7,εq P rAt, where
pβε1 :“ pβ11r0,θq ` βε11rθ,pΓT s,pβ5,εi`2 :“ pβ5i`21r0,θq ` β5,εi`21rθ,pΓti`2 s,
...pβ5,εn :“ pβ5n1r0,θq ` β5,εn 1rθ,pΓT s,pβ7,ε :“ pβ71r0,θq ` β7,ε1rθ,pΓT s ,
and (1.1) holds where
rJνεµ,βεµpti`1, ξ, ζi`2, ..., ζn, κq
“ E
»—–
´
fp rZθ,ξ,νεpΓT q ´ ĂM θ,ξ,κ,νε,β7,εpΓT ¯`
`řnk“i`2 ˆΨp rZθ,ξ,νεpΓtk q ´ rP θ,ζk,β5,εkpΓtk
˙`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ pti`1, ξ, ζi`1, ..., ζn, κq
fiffifl .
We conclude taking the expectation on both sides in (1.1) and using the arbitrariness
of ppν, pβq P rU ˆ rAt and of ε.
B Proof of Corollary 4.1
The result is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.2 and of the fact that for any contin-
uous functions λ, κ : R Ñ R`zt0u, one has for pt, z, pi`1, ..., pn,m, c, q, Aq P Di ˆ R ˆ
Rd`pn´i`2q ˆ Sd`pn´i`2q, 0 ď i ď n´ 1, u P U and b P Spn´i`1qd`1,
bJGpt, z, u, c, q, Aqb ď 0
ô bJQJκ,λppi`1, ..., pn,mqGpt, z, u, c, q, AqQκ,λppi`1, ..., pn,mqb ď 0 , (2.1)
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with Qκ,λppi`1, ..., pn,mq P Spn´i`1qd`1 the diagonal matrix
Qκ,λppi`1, ..., pn,mq :“ diag p1, κppi`1qId, ..., κppnqId, λpmqIdq ,
and Gpt, z, u, c, q, Aq P Spn´i`1qd`1 the matrix
Gpt, z, u, c, q, Aq
:“
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
C ´12
“
σJZAzpi`1
‰J ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´12 “σJZAzpn‰J ´12 “σJZAzm‰J
´12σJZApi`1z
J ´12Api`1,pi`1Id 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 ´12Api`1mId
... 0
. . .
. . .
...
...
...
...
. . .
. . .
...
...
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
...
´12σJZApnz
J
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 ´12Apn,pnId ´12ApnmId
´12σJZAmz
J ´12Api`1mId ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´12ApnmId ´12AmmId
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
where σZ ” σZpt, z, uq and C ” Cpt, z, u, c, qz, qm, Azzq :“ ´c´µJZpt, z, uqqz``pt, z, uqqm
´ 12 TrrσZσJZ pt, z, uqAzzs. To prove equivalence (2.1), we first notice that it reads
Λ` pGq ď 0 ô Λ` `QJκ,λGQκ,λ˘ ď 0 ,
where for a given symmetric matrix M , Λ`pMq denotes the highest eigenvalue of M .
We also denote by M pkq P Sk the matrix obtained considering only the first k ě 1 rows
and columns of M . One can easily check that for any k ě 1,
detppQJκ,λGQκ,λqpkqq “ λpmq2 maxpk´pn´iqd´1,0q
t k´1
d
u`1ź
j“1
κppi`jq2 minpd,p1´jqd`k´1q detpGpkqq .
The result then follows.
C Proof of Theorem 4.3
We first state the following lemma which is involved in the proof of Theorem 4.3.
Lemma C.1 (Modulus of continuity). Fix 0 ď i ď n´1. There exists ρ ą 0 such that:
for any pt, z, r, p, q,m, lq P rti, ti`1qˆR2pd`1qˆrγ,8q2pn´iqˆpR`q2, with p :“ ppi`1, ..., pnqJ
and q :“ pqi`1, ..., qnqJ, for any X ,Y P Sd`pn´i`2q satisfying˜
X 0
0 ´Y
¸
ď 3
ε
˜
I ´I
´I I
¸
` 2ζe´ρt
˜
I¯ 0
0 I¯
¸
, (3.1)
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for some pζ, εq ą 0, with I ” Id`pn´i`2q and I¯ :“ diagpId`1, 0, . . . , 0q P Sd`pn´i`2q, and
for any c1 :“ ´ζρe´ρt
`
1` |z|2˘ P R´, c2 :“ ζρe´ρt `1` |r|2˘ P R`, and
∆1 :“
¨˚
˝
1
ε pz ´ rq ` 2ζe´ρtz
1
ε pp´ qq
1
ε pm´ lq
‹˛‚ , ∆2 :“
¨˚
˝
1
ε pz ´ rq ´ 2ζe´ρtr
1
ε pp´ qq
1
ε pm´ lq
‹˛‚ P Rd`pn´i`2q ,
one has, with Θ1 :“ pt, z, p,m,∆1,X , c1q and Θ2 :“ pt, r, q, l,∆2,Y, c2q,
sup
pu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bκ,λpΘ2q ´ suppu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bκ,λpΘ1q ď
C
ε
`|z ´ r|2 ` |p´ q|2 ` pm´ lq2˘ ,
for some constant C ą 0.
Proof. We remind that we do not keep track of constants unless otherwise stated.
Consider Θ1 and Θ2 defined in the theorem. We notice that
sup
pu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bκ,λpΘ2q ´ suppu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bκ,λpΘ1q
ď sup
uPU
bPSpn´i`1qd`1zDpn´i`1qd`1
!
Hu,bκ,λpΘ2q ´Hu,bκ,λpΘ1q
)
,
(recall Remark 4.1 and Corollary 4.1).
For b P Spn´i`1qd`1zDpn´i`1qd`1 and u P U , appealing to the definition of Hu,bκ,λ, we
compute
Hu,bκ,λpΘ2q ´Hu,bκ,λpΘ1q ď pb1q2 pA`B` Cq ,
where
A “ 1
ε
pµZpt, z, νq ´ µZpt, r, νqqJ pz ´ rq ` 1
ε
|m´ l| |`pt, r, νq ´ `pt, z, νq| ,
B “ 2ζe´ρtµJZpt, z, νqz ` 2ζe´ρtµJZpt, r, νqr ´ ζρe´ρt
`
2` |z|2 ` |r|2˘ ,
and
C “ ´1
2
Tr
“
σ¯σ¯Jpt, r, q, l, u, bqY‰` 1
2
Tr
“
σ¯σ¯Jpt, z, p,m, u, bqX ‰ ,
where for any pt, r, q, lq P rti, ti`1qˆRd`1ˆrγ,8qn´iˆR` and pu, bq P UˆSpn´i`1qd`1zDpn´i`1qd`1,
σ¯pt, r, q, l, u, bq :“
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
σZpt, r, uq
κpqi`1qpb¯5i`1qJ
...
κpqnqpb¯5nqJ
λplqpb¯7qJ
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
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Using the Lipschitz property of µZ and ` we obtain the existence of C ą 0 s.t.
A ď C
ε
`|z ´ r|2 ` pm´ lq2˘ .
Moreover, using the growth property of µZ , we obtain the existence of Cˆ ą 0 s.t.
B ď ζCˆe´ρt `1` |z|2 ` |r|2˘´ ζρe´ρt `1` |z|2 ` |r|2˘ .
For the third term C, we use (3.1) and the Lipschitz continuity of σZ , κ and λ to obtain
the existence of C¯ ą 0 s.t.
C ďC¯
´
1
ε
`
1` |b¯5|2 ` |b¯7|2˘ `|z ´ r|2 ` |p´ q|2 ` pm´ lq2˘` ζe´ρt `1` |z|2 ` |r|2˘¯ .
Taking ρ ě Cˆ ` C¯ ` 1 for instance, we obtain for some C ą 0,
B` C ď C
ε
´
1` |b¯5|2 ` |b¯7|2
¯ `|z ´ r|2 ` |p´ q|2 ` pm´ lq2˘ .
The proof is concluded by observing that pb1q2p1` |b¯5|2 ` |b¯7|2q “ 1. l
We can now prove Theorem 4.3.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Fix 0 ď i ď n ´ 1. For ξ ą 0, we introduce on pti, ti`1q ˆ
Rd`1 ˆ rγ,8qn´i ˆ R` the following auxiliary functions
Vξpt, z, p,mq :“ pV ` ξφqpt, z, p,mq ` ξ
ˆ
1
t´ ti
˙
,
Uξpt, z, p,mq :“ pU ´ ξφqpt, z, p,mq ,
where p :“ ppi`1, ..., pnqJ and with φ defined in Lemma 4.1. Appealing to Lemma
4.1, one can easily check that Vξ is a strict super-solution of (4.7) satisfying (4.10).
Analogously Uξ can be proved to be a sub-solution of (4.7).
We prove that U ´V ď 0 on Di. To this aim we first show arguing by contradiction
that for all ξ ą 0, pUξ ´ Vξq ď 0 on pti, ti`1q ˆRd`1 ˆ rγ,8qn´i ˆR`, and the proof is
completed sending ξ to zero.
Step 1. We assume to the contrary that we can find ξ ą 0 s.t.
sup
pti,ti`1qˆRd`1ˆrγ,8qn´iˆR`
pUξ ´ Vξq ą 0 . (3.2)
We define on pti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ rγ,8qn´i ˆ R`,
Φξ,ζpt, z, p,mq :“ pUξ ´ Vξqpt, z, p,mq ´ 2ζe´ρtp1` |z|2q ,
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for ζ ą 0 and with ρ ą 0 defined in Lemma C.1. Using the growth conditions and
semi-continuity of U and V as well as (3.2) we obtain that for ξ ą 0, and ζ ą 0 small
enough
0 ăM :“ sup
pti,ti`1qˆRd`1ˆrγ,8qn´iˆR`
Φξ,ζpt, z, p,mq ă 8 .
For ε ą 0, we introduce on pti, ti`1q ˆ R2d`2 ˆ rγ,8q2pn´iq ˆ pR`q2,
Ψξ,ζ,εpt, z, r, p, q,m, lq :“Uξpt, z, p,mq ´ Vξpt, r, q, lq ´ ζe´ρtp1` |z|2q ´ ζe´ρtp1` |r|2q
´ 1
2ε
`|z ´ r|2 ` |p´ q|2 ` pm´ lq2˘ ,
with q :“ pqi`1, ..., qnqJ. Again, the growth conditions and semi-continuity of U
and V ensure that for pξ, ζ, εq ą 0 the function Ψξ,ζ,ε admits a maximum Mε at
ptε, zε, rε, pε, qε,mε, lεq, with pε :“ ppi`1ε , ..., pnεqJ and qε :“ pqi`1ε , ..., qnεqJ, on pti, ti`1qˆ
R2d`2ˆrγ,8q2pn´iqˆpR`q2 (we omit the dependency on pξ, ζq for sake of clarity). Using
standard arguments (see, for instance, the proof of [45, Theorem 4.4.4] and [22, Lemma
3.1]), one can prove that there exists pt¯, z¯, p¯, m¯q P pti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ rγ,8qn´i ˆ R`,
with p¯ :“ pp¯i`1, ..., p¯nqJ, such that$’’’&’’’%
limεÓ0 tε “ t¯, limεÓ0 zε, rε “ z¯, limεÓ0 pε, qε “ p¯, limεÓ0mε, lε “ m¯ ,
limεÓ0 1ε
`|zε ´ rε|2 ` |pε ´ qε|2 ` pmε ´ lεq2˘ “ 0 ,
limεÓ0Mε “M “ Φξ,ζpt¯, z¯, p¯, m¯q .
(3.3)
Moreover, it follows from the boundaries assumptions on V and U that pt¯, z¯, p¯, m¯q
P pti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ pγ,8qn´i ˆ p0,8q. As a consequence we assume that, up to a
subsequence, ptε, zε, rε, pε, qε,mε, lεq P pti, ti`1q ˆ R2d`2 ˆ pγ,8q2pn´iq ˆ p0,8q2.
Step 2. Using [22, Remark 2.7] and Ishii’s Lemma (see [22, Theorem 8.3]) we obtain the
existence of real coefficients c1,ε, c2,ε, two vectors ∆1,ε,∆2,ε and two symmetric matrices
Xε and Yε being s.t.
pc1,ε,∆1,ε,Xεq P J¯ `¯O Uξptε, zε, pε,mεq and pc2,ε,∆2,ε,Yεq P J¯ ´¯O Vξptε, rε, qε, lεq ,
with O¯ :“ pti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ pγ,8qn´i ˆ p0,8q and J¯ ` (resp. J¯ ´) the limiting
second-order super-jet (resp. sub-jet) of Uξ (resp. Vξ) at ptε, zε, pε,mεq P O¯ (resp.
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ptε, rε, qε, lεq P O¯) and where
c1,ε ´ c2,ε :“ ´ζρe´ρtεp1` |zε|2q ´ ζρe´ρtεp1` |rε|2q , (3.4a)
∆1,ε :“
¨˚
˝
1
ε pzε ´ rεq ` 2ζe´ρtεzε
1
ε ppε ´ qεq
1
ε pmε ´ lεq
‹˛‚ , (3.4b)
∆2,ε :“
¨˚
˝
1
ε pzε ´ rεq ´ 2ζe´ρtεrε
1
ε ppε ´ qεq
1
ε pmε ´ lεq
‹˛‚ , (3.4c)
˜
Xε 0
0 ´Yε
¸
ď 3
ε
˜
I ´I
´I I
¸
` 2ζe´ρtε
˜
I¯ 0
0 I¯
¸
, (3.4d)
where I ” Id`pn´i`2q and with I¯ defined in Lemma C.1. We know from the definition of
Uξ and Vξ that they are respectively sub-/super-solution of (4.7). As a result, appealing
to Lemma 4.1 we obtain
sup
pu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bκ,λ ptε, rε, qε, lε,∆2,ε,Yε, c2,εq
´ sup
pu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bκ,λ ptε, zε, pε,mε,∆1,ε,Xε, c1,εq ě ξ
1
8
ą 0 . (3.5)
Step 3. On the other hand we know from Lemma C.1 and (3.4) that
sup
pu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bκ,λ ptε, rε, qε, lε,∆2,ε,Yε, c2,εq
´ sup
pu,bqPUˆSpn´i`1qd`1
Hu,bκ,λ ptε, zε, pε,mε,∆1,ε,Xε, c1,εq
ď C
ε
`|zε ´ rε|2 ` |pε ´ qε|2 ` pmε ´ lεq2˘ ,
for some constant C ą 0. We now send ε to zero and use (3.3) to obtain that the last
inequality is non positive. This contradicts (3.5) and we conclude that pUξ ´ Vξq ď 0
for all ξ ą 0 on pti, ti`1q ˆ Rd`1 ˆ rγ,8qn´i ˆ R`.
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